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%SEARCH CONTINUES FOR MRS. MAX NANCE
T. C. Collie
rig)nored By
woodmen

in
CHARM

IFE

-

'MAMIE BACK AT CHURCH SERVICES AFTER ILLNESS

County Polio Chapter Backs
Polio Vaccine Program Here

Swift Currents In Flooding
Buffalo Hamper Search Effort

Pull oanneration of the Calloway
County Chapter of the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
was offered today in support of
The prospective polio vaccine program now being organized by the
Calloway County Health Department

the vaccinations take ptace this
The body of Mrs. Max Nance her father had often asked them
spring."
had not been recovered by press not to do, that, is, for both of them
If the Salk vaccine now being
time today, from the swirling flood not to travel in the same car
T. C Collie of Murray was
evaluated proves effective in prewaters of the Buffalo River near while off on business trips.
elected as the Fieldmen's delegate
venting paralytic polio and is
Linden, Tennessee.
Mrs. Ruby Forrester. who was
to the Soverign Camp Convention
licensed, it will be given here
keeping the youngest daughter of
this summer at the Head Camp
Mrs. Nance. her husband Max,
tinder the direction of Dr. J. A.
the Nances' said that Mr. Nance
4-neeting of the Woodmen of the
and Nosh Smith, were all drown- returned
Outland. County Health Officer.
to the house five times
World, held this week in Louismorning
Tuesday
When
they
ed
with the aid and cooperation of
Tuesday morning to kiss his tiny
ville
"Chapter
volunteem
familiar local phasicians, school
returning
were
an
automofrom
daughter good-bye, before they
authorities
Ronnie Ewing of Morgan was with the problems of polio. have and
bile auction in Columbia, Tenn.
volunteers. Children in the
left on the trip.
elegtect Head Consul and Pat
been alerted to the county-wide first and
second amides of public
The eldest daughter Ann Warren
The bodies of Mr. Nance and
nreanization for thia program now private
formerly of Calloway county
Meruistn.
and parochial -schools; will
Noah Smith were recovered yes- is three years old and is now with
was named as the other delegate in preparation." said Ray Brownreceive it upon request of their
terday. Mr. Narita. about 2:00 pm. her grandparents at Friendship.
Collie is District Manager of the field, Chapter
Chairman
"Our patients.
Tennessee. Relatives are caring for
and Mr. Smith about 4:00 p.m.
Murray lligrict for the Woodmen members are prerrared and eager
The 1964 vira.ene teats involved
the younger daughter Deborah Kay,
of the World ard has been active to give all possible aid to health.
IMMO school chikInen, of whom
Perry County Coronor Harry age eight months.
in Waindinen affairs for several medical and school authorities in
Surviving Mr. Nance are his
440.000 received vaccine in studies
Kirk said that the wats- hes of both
years
explaining the signifance of this sponsored
Nance and Smith had stopped at parents, Mr and Mrs H. L Nance
by the National FoundaA large aeleaation from Callnway program to parents and to the
of Louisville: one 'brother Frank
'7-00 o'clock.
tthn. The March of Dimes organizaattendea the Need Cam" community at large and to help in
of Paris: three sisters. Mrs Betty
tion has contracted for 911.000.000
Meeting in Louiaville Those from tattatever other ways they can. If
The
Nance
automobile left the Joe Castle of Louisville. Mrs Mary-worth of vaccine to be used this
Murray were A 1 Rinkenn Randhighway' in the flooded Dural° lin Lee and Mrs. Marcia Lee oi
awing if the vaccine is licensed.
all Patierann, Ranert Young. WatRiver valley. Tennessee officers Miami
This corrnmnment has assured
sor Roberta Ivan Johnson Leon
Started a searati for the three local
Mrs. Nance is survived by her
an immediate sunply of vacrine
Pattie T f' Hencibn. and A. P.
people when Willis Campbell. of parents Mr. and Mrs. N. C Warren
and has helped keep pharmaceia
Willatighbv
near Linden. saw their abandoned of Friendship. Tennessee.
pper as she attends church with the President, her first time at sena.
tiraggfai EISENROWER bolts
hcsi houses tooled up for full
From Heart were Garner Curd.
and almost submerged car about
The body of Mr. Nance has beet
'international 8oun4photo,
lase since taking 111 two hooka before,
produttion
•w
hile
waiting
for
the
crinper Thomas A rlis Ayers and
-- 400 yards 'from the highway.
taken to Friendship, Tennessee
evaluation
report
it
also
will
make'
Tom Scesiee: Lynn Grove Ray
I.OUTSVILLE el — A verbal
Noah Smith is survived by his
Nance was found a short disnims, Plobby Fain Cordon Crouch: battle continued today between possible vaccine for distribution
wife Mrs Velma Smith of Kirleser:
tance from the car and Smith's
Kirk•ev. James A Parker. Hal forces of A. B Chandler and the to tintotiatans through usual chanhis father Will Smith of CalifHurt. Lowell Palmer, Johnny Park- administration of Gov lawerence nels_
body was about 150 yards down- ornia: two brothers Paul of NashThe National Foundation supply
er Edgar Doores; fcildwater Rob- W Wetherby in connection with
stream wedged against the corn ville and Marshall of McKenzie.
ert I. Bazzell
the candidacy of Harry Lee Wa- Is being estribtrted without charge
Over 2500 students will participate neld fence.
Tennessee.
for the product to State Off/Fen
terfield for lieutenant governor
In the annual Music Festival which
The funeral will be held on
When found, the automobile was
aerrell
the country
It will be
WASHINGTON Mar 23 VI
will he held at Murray State
The controversy over who made offered to ail children in Drat Veterans Administration ph
submerged to within two inches Friday at 9.:00 pm at the Max
One hundred and forty new College Thursday Friday and Sat- of its top, and had apparently H. Churchill* Funeral Home with
what offer and to whom In con- and second grades of aaibite, olds nal isolated a virus thst
Dr H. C. Chiles officiating Burial
type meters have been installed urday, March 31 -April 2
nection with the political stand vets and parochial 'chants Wham caused cancer and ineheania
cr•mpletely
been
under
water
Hicks cemetery
This students
representing 211
around the_ Roust, and ow Paw
of Waterfield went into the second earersest request At Vitae' tame teen. be tralimetatted from
The night The nnalvdensillkwill be in the
Dalt Denten,
avast
.
Kentucky
high
school's
will
Main
round
Street
yesterday
brake
when
(filet nf Pollee 0111.
was on and the ignition
Waterfield been chosen beau*. of hfigh Polio gerieertion to the next, Centres
Dear Sir.
Thomas, Carlton Buchanan,
Mason
compete
in
17
events
The
festival
issued
a
Warren
urged motorists to read
statement from Chandhr Incidence in theite ige groups and has been informed
switch turned off, but the lights
On March 20. 1955, we are berinRuble Taylor. Thomas Jones, and
the instructions on the new meters will be judged by members of were still on. The doors were
their a cassibility In schools
ning a campaign for a chatael at campaign headquarters here
the
Fine
Arts
department
The Veteran' Adrignialtritlan. re- baffler they Inaett their coins
of the Incised, And the window on the Joe Emerson.
Last Saturday Waterfield announCheater volunteers are looking
the Kentucky State Reformatory.
Smith's body was returned to
The new meters retaliate 140 rif college
driver's side was down
which has never had one, to be ced he would run for the Dem- forward to the possibihts of par- torting this "rather startling disAdjudicators for the festival are
Murray last •niktit from Linden by
used by all denominations The ocratic nomination for lietutenant ticipating in a polio vaccination armer, to a 00/14. Arco-aerations the first meters ourchased by the Josiah
Cp it X. Jaynes of the state the Max H. Churchill Funeral
Darnall. David J Gowans.
total cost at the chapel will be governor, and threw his support program.- Mr. Brownfield said. nattrorninittee said another V. A. citv They willaisake nickles dimes Leslie
highway patrol of Tennessee said Home
R Putnam
Robert Haar,
to
Chandler,
rr•parrivn
['emir
who
has
is
seeking
and
the
rieyalonarl
nuarters
a
"They
and
will
have
sort
been
working for
M0.000 125 000 of which has been
that they had apparently negotiaof acmes device_ which through resister up to five hours parking Neale B Mason, Rusaell Terhune, ted
donated by the state We are asking gubernatorial nomination against that char a long time
the 90 degree turn in the
Richard Farrell. Roman Prjdatkadministration
candidate
time
Bert
T.
wrtindines
electronic
"Parents abould
into deep hodv
be
informed
the twoole of Kentucky to send a
highway before running off the
evytch.
and
John
C
Winther
Preennburg
Combs.
The
purehase
sanes
"may wove moat affecof the new meters
abaft it but they must also be
penny The mep at this in•titutinn
The areas of competition are road.
In announcing himself AS Chand- cautioned not to let their
gave us a real send off last night
hopes tive" in early diagnosis of cancer. was made because of the old meters
Apnarently the automobile was
solo, piano duet vocal solo
niann
Iler's
mate.
running
Waterfield.
were
a
onerYt Mir Incorrectly
Some
run away with them. Preparedness
by donatina 9022 pennies to the
traveling at a very alow rate of
timnani
solo,
drum
!solo,
Advance
A
(treat
drum
charnewspaper
Clinton
publisher.
of them registered toe much time
does not mean that polio ptevenramosign, from a total pooulation
Dr
S Mirailenn chief when is coin was imeted and enaemble baton twirling solo, baton speed at ,the time, otherwise they
af 2300 men If thew men, who ged that Wetherby and other ad- tion has been egtablathed as yet.
could not have gotten around the
romicat
director
of
the
veterans' some of them registered trio little twirlina ensemble. string Polo. stain,
earn R cents 1 day are so intherrata, ministration leaders had tried to It means .only that if the vaccine
ensemble twain ensemble wood- 90 degree curve in the highway
ageney. spi,i -'he virus finding of time
art' sure our friends throughout persuade him to stay out of the is licensed in the sawing. we will
Br UNITED PRESS
which was covered with two feet
Dr Ludstrik Grove. of the Bronx.
The new meters operate in the wind instrumental !solo bras: inThe strike bound Southern Bell
the state of Kentucky will see us race for lieutenant governor. and lase no precious time in puthng
It
of
is
water
that
Mr.
"thought
strumental solo. vocal ensemble
NY. Veteceitte
. offered him the post of campaign it to Me."
linantal
could same maimer as the old ones
offered a $5.000 rethrough this "Penny Parade"
his Telephone CO
woodwind ensemble. rhoruses and !Nance was driving 'since
nrove "one of the greatest adwould appreciate your 'living us manager for Combs.
ward today for the vandals who
*nee
were
found
when
on
him
cheirs. orchestra's and hanch.
aances" vet made in the search
On Tueaday. Wetherby attacked
slashed a vital trunk cable and
a hand in this campaign by letting
NOTICE
High schools that will be re- his body was found. Friends here
statement
charging
for a cancer cure,
the folks ina your v1i4thity know, of Wklerffelds
bitterness grew in a crippling
nresented are Ballard Memorial said he had a habit of taking his
Waterfield
who
offered
was
it
that
our need. Every penny will be
The Vocal Department of Murray
shoes off When another party was railroad strike.
In closed-door testimony made
Benton
rentral
Clinton
of
to
(arilback
Combo
administraif
the
•
ased on our chapel, which is to
Southern Bell, victim of a 14
notate today Dr Middlekm listed High School under the direction tenden County
Cuba. Fulgbam. driving the car.
be constructed by the inmates, of tion would support him for LieutThe
two
cancer
Mrs Nan'-e'5 coat was found State strike by CIO COmmunicadevelopments of Mrs Howard Olila is bolding Fulton Heath. Hopkinaville. I one
governor.
enant
this institution. and we will certbon Workers, staid the stashing of
among a dozen accormliahments a spring concert "Sprint Ruttish", Oak. Lyon County Marion May- lying across the car seat.
Waterfield in a three-page stateainly appreciate your heir'
In the Murray High School Auda trunk cable at Starke, Via, had
The
of
date
VA's
researrn
A
search
Library
program
it
still
Subunderway
Marrs',
field,
for
Tasinirg.
Murray
Extension
divment issued yesterday. termed the
Sincerely yours.
itorium Sunday. March 27. at 4:00
off a radio network, military
c-al
ision
and
the
committee
members
body
the
however
of
Mrs.
Concord
Library
Nance
hadcities'
North Marshall.
New
Science
governor" version of the incident
Chaplain J H Lammers.
department of Murray State College in/Ned whether the program was prn The public is cordially invited Pembroke. Reiciland. Sinking Fork the feeling Is that chances have and civil aeronautics circuits. and
"fabricated
of
was
whole
out
cloth
Reformatory
Kentucky State
to attend
telephone
i a'tinn
and
will hold a workshop for Book• worth what it cost
South Christian, St Mary's 'Acad- been dimmed for finding it soon Preis
Please send all contribution' to without any basis of fact what- mobile
Librarians in western KenTilghman. Trigg County. and because of the swift current in lines.
emy
soever "
said
true."
"If
it
is
Dr
Middle"Chapel Fund" Kentirekv ReformThe convpany has already offered
the swollen flood
Wingo
He said the governor called him tucky Saturday, March 28 in the ton of Dr Gross' finding. "tt is
atory. LaGrange. Kentucky.
Mr and Mr's Nance, Noah Smith Similar rewards for vandalism in
Mr M 0 Wrather Is chairman
The beat expenditure of money the
!several time's in an effort to ar- Library building of the college.
The one day workshop will government
and Mac Porter a colored man Other states since the union. repof the festival.
range a meeting and they finalhal ever made"
begin at 9730 and will be over at
from Paris. Tennessee: left early resenting 50.000 employes. went on
ly met in Louilville March IS
In a prepared statement the VetiTuesday morning for Columbia, strike 11 days ago rather than acAt that time, Waterfield said. 2:45 p.m. The workshop will di..- erans
Adininiatration
said
Dr.
cuss
the
pressing
Tennessee to attend an automohtle cept a no atrike" clause in int
problems
on
"As he had done by telephone and
Gross
had
made
two
important
auction, in which Mr. Nance has contract
by contacts through friends the records and rennet scheduling disc-merles
Federal Mediation and cnneliaen interest
governor urged that I accept the Bookmobile service, providing readIt was to be Mrs Nance's last Von officials attempted to arrange
position of state manager for the ing guidance, and preparing pubTwo Discoveries
Wednesday's complete record folV
, trio to Columbia, since a new a settlement of the rhspute, bat re.."Onr is that certain types of
candidate for governor that his licity
ows:
Conducting the workshop will eancer and leukemia are caused
bookkeeper had been secured for rorted no protheses in Wednesday's
administration is supporting"
Census
37
Mr's
that business
Nance was wsaions
"Neither on that occasion nor at be Miss Margaret Willis , Book- by a virus, and two. that the virus
Patients admitted
6
Another strike againe the Louisbookkeeper for both the West
ems other time -did I propose to mobile coordinator; Mr Roy Mayer mar be tranamited from parent
Patients dismissed
2
area
Bookmobile supervisor; and to offanring in whom
Kentucky
Atito
Auction and the vine & Nasthville Railthact and its
Gov. Wetherby or to any other
cancer or
New rit aens
1
person that if the state administra- Miss Retina Senter, professor of rancer-like diseases later develop"
Patients admitted from Monday Columbia latrines The local hits- subsidiaries also idled ff1.000 pertion would support me for lieuten- Library Science at Murray State the agency said
3110 P. M. to Wednesday Noon ines hag been closed out ,r) Mrs. Inns c 14 States and threatened
was to be relieved of her to involve operating crew memant governor that I would either College, who is in charge of
"This is of fundamental inaporMr Harold Prow. Jr. 1111 No. Nance
duties with the business which she bers as well.
support or run as a team with the arrangements.
nince because it opens a whole
14th St
Murray Ky - Mrs. Joe.
operated with her husband
The railrnad threatened Wednescandidate for governor that is be-new avenue of approach. not only
Rosa and baby. girl, Murray. Ky.:
She wore the suit in which she day ta fire 4.000 non-/striking oping supported by the governor and
to an understanding of the causes
Mr. Charles Thompson. Rt. I,
was married. Mrs Nance made the erating employes if they watildn't
his administration '•
of cancer but as well to their
Benton. Ky: Mr. Emmett Sills,
•
remark as she left Murray Meld/1V cross picket lines set tsti by 10
treatment."
Rt 6 Murray. Ky: Mr
Lacy
morning that they were doing what AFL unions representing 25.000
Under questioning Dr. Middleton
Mitchell. Arlington, Ky.; Miss Marie
workers
etritabillised that Dr. Groan reO'Connell, 1621 Farmer Ave MurThe threat was withdrawn tempray, Ky Mrs Wawa, Dowdy and
The following places in Murray swatch must be retried "much
orarily at the rennet of Terminibaby boy. Rt. 1 Benton, Kaa: Mrs.
have been selected by the Calloway farther" Once the findings are
B F Harwood. Digtrial Manager County Rain
dee Gov Frank Clement and trPti
William Allbritten and baby boy,
Increase Committee fully established, he pointed out, a
for Southern Bell Telephone and to receive applications
atinn board offiessita in WashingPuryear. Tenn.: Wm. Henry Higitina.
for the way to combat the virus still
'Fee
-graph Company haa expressed rain increase program
ton.
Rt 2. Golden Pond, Ky : Mr. Leon
neat Monday must be found.
his orginpany's regret for the in- March 28
lade the flite operating railroad
A VA physician • at Denver not
Smith. 110 Woodlawn, Murray. Kva
convenience reused by the strike.
brathertuanda backed up their memMrs Franklin Carroll and baby
Those wishing to make applicat- otherwise identified in the testi.`We can nature the public that ions are requested to go to the money. owne up with the animating
bers' refork-11 to crater the pieket
girl. Almo. Ky.: Mrs James Janet
Masse employees on the job will Bank of Murray. Peoples Rank, device.. VA reported
lines with a statement of "full
and baby boy. So' 8th. Murray.
snake every effort to
best Calloway County Soil Improvement
smatanat
Master Nelson Henry Waldron
I<
HARRY LUNDBERG, prealthmt of service
Parll
ponaible"said
said "01ig
Rt 4 Murray, Ky Master Tommy
Association The Ledger and Times.
the AFL-Seafarera union, la
SOU thwest
Kentucky
—Perth Y1111( hos f.'en are threatened will
Equitable adjustments will be the Murray Hatchery, all tractor
Jones, 23 So. 15th St_ Murray
shown leading a walkout of
made in diaries for local ...ervice and farm implement dealers. .11
Kit
Mr. Sheltie Mae" - Craw. cloudy and cooler this afternoon. have the 'dill protection of evary
AFT seamen's unions from a
High 48 Increasing Scanting's and PRWIONTISt. reentirre- at our ramon the next statements !tent out or hardware gores, feed and seed
504 So, 4th. St.. Murray, Ky.
Joint AFL-CIO conference of
30
Friday, mand.a
cold tonight Low
as won thereafter as possible. dealers, the
'
mray Democrat
Amerlean marittme unions In
Town will meet _tomnrrow
moderately
cloudy.
cold
with
he said
These business places have been night at 7 00 pm at the American
Washington. The walkout arose
The IAN %tee. also 11 days old,
NOTICE
CO-PILOT G E Walker and stewfrom a dispute over a plan to
At-tantalise sale will be held in chance-of light rain. High in mid- has halted Me line's passenger
authorized to collect funds and Legion Hall There will be an
ardess
Mary
Rita
Mailaa
both'
reduce size of crews on bulk
, the building next door to the 30s.
armeee and all but gifted .freieht
NOTICE
issue receipts to all farmers signing admission of ten cents for the
of Chicago, were among the 12
cargo vessels. Lundberg had
coal
A bird dos pup has been picked up for the program Efforts are nirht Those attendinr will have
of
fir-up?) toed loiter bepinninc at
movernowta Thanarinds
killed
when
an
American
airproposed to reduce crews to
TP:MPERATERES
up at 213 Woodland and the owner twine made to have posters in the an opportunity to purchase a four
eaaters have been laid ol and the
viral( raelork Sattarriay March ?6
lines
Cornier
240
crashed
at
get business now going to forHigh Vegeta:hay
63
may obtaio it by calling at that hands of these businearies on that month' membership card which
South's mil system aigs been vital
the women of "St. Leo's Catholic
aptingalald, 111. f/stersattesalt
eign flag vesaeka.
Low lost Night
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ment to the
Hi, first
season at Marshall in 1935 was
the -only bad one he ever had
Year after - year. he turned out
basketball powerhouses. When he
directed his player: to work the
fast break, he wiessot fast

unomator
tast
Break Out

RATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1366
Monroe. Memphis, Term.; 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan Of ewe.. Chicago; IN Bolyston St., Boston.

_

RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 15e, pi
Ilonth 65c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year 33 50: e.
where, $5.50.
--Metered at the Post Office Murray. Kentucky. for transmission „s
Second Class Matter
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meaning marshes, awatiaps, sloailthsRUSSELL FARMERS
bayous, lakes and Staniar mitwal SEE iMPROVEMENTS
,wittar areal. Sunk areas, he painted
Ruhell .ounty farmers meeting
out, produce all the wild du.ks
at the term ot
. and Mrs.
and geese o. Arrnmen, most of the
Attach Foley. saw I inpruveinents
fut bearers. and other valuable wild made last year in the Penn and
Home DevelellPlhefh PrValit
Israelite resources.
sad
heard *bout plane tor this season.
Reason ho stressing wetlands
the
farm
seeIncluded
A tour of
pieservanon, he said, is that since ing a herd of Brown Swiss catAmelica was settled by White tle, and a 70 ton eilo. Fields will
Lacat civic and cothervatIon orMan, more than 90, million acres be rearranged end pastures renojoinizat.oss will be asked tr take
of original marshland And swenip \hind and fertilized and strawpart in National Wildlife Week
berry growing added, Foley said.
activities. kheduled Morrie 20-26, have been destroyed by drainage,
'Of improving the farm
according to an annaunconent by , water pollution. and man inckiced The work
Paul Bailey, pre/intern of the Cal- droUght'Less than 30 million acres ,Ind tile haute will continue for
renram that are fit for waterfowl several years.
loway County Conservation Club.
Na.ional Wildlife Weeh Is a lie- hatutat, according to federal autionaode educational campaign, he thorities.
end. sponsored annually by the'i
"Our purpose." Bailey stated, "is
National Wildlife Federatioti and it
state and local affiliates. Purpose to correct the erroneous idea, held
is to focus public attention on by many people. ti-at every marsh
peoblenes of natural resougee man- Or swamp is a auhance spot that
agement and the pressing need for ought to be drained Borne drainbetter conservehon practices.
age has been necessary and deThe special theme for the 1955 sirable. but continued, indiscrimobservance will be -Save Americas inate drainage will
only hasten
Wetlands." Bailey said. "Wetlands,' the pi-vete of turning
America
he explained. is a general. terrn into a sterile desert."

National
Wildlife
Week Here

(PUBLISHED BY LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc.
inamaidation of the blur.
ro Ledger, The Calloway Times. had Toe
tires-Herald. Octaber 20. 1926 and the West Kentuckian. Jamie
.1. 1942
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
nolo_
We reserve the r4ht to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
Puhlic Voice items which in. our opinion are nee,far the best t
mterest of our readers.

THURSDAY, MARCH 24, 195

From the opening day of practice Hendei son began tua rigid
conditiornag that would run the
rather teams off their feet throughout-the season.

Five Years Ago Today

Bailey said he hoped all service
hlisbe and other civic greups would
schedule talks and programs on

SET RECORDS AT PP.N-AMERICAN

conservation subjects during
tional Wildlife Week

FAMOUS

THURSDAY & FRIDAY
."BETRAYED"
in Color
with Clark Gable and
Lana Turner
- Show Starts at 845 -

AND COMPLETR Y
All WHAT IC
PUlli BUTIONS

S

Ask to see it or your Deuieis

WEST KY. El

Na-

L-cTRIC

CO.

Phone 10874

ONEIDA silverware

Weft t ass

mow

$5.00 in grocery, meat
or produce pun:hoses
entitles you to buy any
one unit of this lovely
''erissentehon" cN.rn
silverwar• at our
rnoneyhoving C I id
prices.

30 DAYS TRIAL

Nabisco

Waffle Cream
Peanut Butter
CREAM PATTIES
or

6 oz. pkg. 25c

i

KROGER - Made Fresh Daily From
Pure Gov't Inspected Beef

Ground Beef 3 lbs. 89c

URGE BOLOGNA

FIRST MALT IN NEW HOMELAND

/
16-0z. Can

16c
LEAN
MEAT

Chinese Dinner
Meat I ess

pkg. 55c

35

Lb.

SLICED BACON

lb. 45c

• Sugar Cured
SMOKED JOWLS

lb. 23c
Lb.

PORK STEAK

LaChoy
L

_The i'lece

White Labol

L Dash Dog Food

1

tEMMEM,=M

THEATRE

Now! a KW tgpc 116 -Nakao,
0-14Aectoctir

By BOB MekOWEN
Irreaa operas Writer
HUM LNG iON, W
THURSDAY. MARCH 24, 1955
Rumors cropped up repeatedly
Cam Henoerson, the aian credited
with ortgulating the last Dreeit and during the past few years that
the sone oeterise at basketball, Henderson was going to retire.
nas called it a career atter 42 Then suddenly, a week after Mar1.1e 1955 aea.un.
years of coaching and is going mall
Rem:kraal called in newsmen and
Ledger and Times File
pack to Oat farm
Henderson has called it quits *aid he was attiough.
March 24. 1950
atter one of ne, most succeasi U4
, LA 20 seasons at Marsiutii Coltege.
A meeting of the adult Scout Committee of Troop 98 He intends iu retire to his 115 Waslield last night arid a _Scoutmaster Watt selected:fat i ••bre tarill m no(inrat Willi "Vila
giiiia,.wnere he ViIL. ICK)rn.
the Aroop which is being reorganized.
liiey call hun the • Old Man"
Charles Houston was named Scoutmaster to lead the at _harshen ,°ileac, worn. err
Troop which is sponsored by the College Presbyterian Lau decades he inside toe mg
tureen a email - conege ter rut .
Church here.
Hendieeson was a virtual slave LU
P4ins were announced for a parents night to be Wit coaching ever since he took up the
reins at ahrestol High achool in
on Tuesday evening. April 4th..
West Virginia in 191a.
Training Of enumerators who will conduct the Vitt. Ste came
Caine to Marstiall in 1035 and
Decennial Census in Calloway County will begin Mon- coached oain heabaii ana °ask...,
day
arch 27, it was announced here today by James ball. he gave up lootbeir in leer
alter his trains boa won eie games.
M.
:kilter, crew leader for this county.
lost 16 and tied Live. But it was
Annual Alumni. Banquet of the Hazel Al.umni in basketball that Benoersoa seined
will
held Saturday night. April 8, at 7 o'clock at the ins greatest ten-re. H... asurshaii
team eon ale games agamet 'jetty
Hazel High School; Speaker tor. the evening will be ISE -Mese
- s in A 14.1 - heat span.
Robert Miller. an alumni trona Hazel.
d- •
'in 14i, 3Larsnali won inc NaBA4ndon Dill issued a call today *to
fiddlers who tional Intercon,eghte Hasicetball
Tournament at saaa.as ot.y. int
want to perform on Mule Day. The big celebration is4-previous' year it won tne Los- All.
being sponsored by the Ldger and •Times and the Mur- gele. Invitational ,Holinay ToirrIne2, The Big Green alsu won four
ray Rescue Squad.
other major championships.
Friday, March 31. is the last day for Kentucky farm- But about tne man who turned
ers tit complete •price support loans or purchase agree- Out theee great teams little is acarea
ments on torn of the 1949 crop. R. 0. Wilson, chairman teeth known outside his awn
Henaeihorea private iite has been
of tpe Production and Marketing Administration states Atz ictly that . . . private, 'Fo.
example. no one then Knows Ina
committee. announced here today.
.c.uat age. Its listed at o5 Out tie
KAREN ANDERSON, of Lansdowne, Pa, hurls a javeitn in the
is believed to be cheerer to 72. He
emen's competition at the Pan-American games in Mexico City,
Joe
caiied
place
was porn at e
Mexico. She won the women's javelin throw with a record-breaking
nes
locale
the
Town, W. Va . out
toss of 161 feet, 3 inches. She bettered the Pan-American record by
since disappeared and with it Henmore than 30 het. At right, Louts Jones, 22, of New Rochelle, N. Y
dereorrs birth record
lunges across the finish line to win the Pan-American 400-meter
. They say that "Crafty Cern.'
championship in 45 4 seconds. The Army private lust out of Mar batten College clipped four-tenths of a second off the world Teter
Oayed. in the first basketball game
he ever saw. It was a game at
Waynesburg. Pal Out it 1.‘48 VI
hind ago AU one eves 11710itei who
took nart in it.
At any rate; Henderson liked
the Sport. for he stayed with it
for 42 year. and contributed ..nifteny
developments to the game
"Any man who survives for a
long period of years in the coaching profession has to be a truly
resourceful individual for no other
iield of human endeavor is si, precarious and exacting." he once
remarked

liaised

95 Drive-In

1

35e

Florida Sweet Juicy

dor. 29c

VALENCIA ORANGES
Northern Grown Cobbler

50 lbs. S1.19

POTATOES

3MIIM=B

SLENDER, TENDER
.1

•
7-YEAR-OLD hariko fsungda. edupted Japanese girl, gets her first
tae'e of maned Milk in Chicago as she shares It with tier new
Mater. Colleen. 6. also adopted. on ber arrival from her homeland.
Alse on hand to meet her were Mr and Mns Beach of Kalamazoo,
Xis . who adopted both girls New name of :hanker eh° speaks
Della sorsa re Enetish is Suranne Bear h.
hiferwo(sorialr
-

• BIG PROSPERITY FOR U.S.

1

KURFEES
tPAINTSf-

PAINT

Vara

DEMONSTRATION
Saturday, March 26th

By KURFEES COLOR CONSULTANT

FREE

Sample Kurfees Granitoid
Non-Yellowing White Enamel
To Each Adult

Door Prize
STATEMENTS from two top rheh
"Ida ate prosperity is on the rise
in the U. S. Labor hecretaty
lames P. Mitchell Is shown
(upper) at a Washington press
conference telling reporters
business will rise to stall higher levels pats year, with a gain
In employement. He pointed out
that economic activity Is on
higher settle now than a year
ago,, and is moving upwerri.
11. S. Steel Chairman Benjamin
Falrlees (lower) Is shown fore..
casting "one of the greatest
periods of prosperity" In the nation's history in his appearance
before the Senate banking cornrruttee's stock market hearing
In Washington. He said U. 8.*
Steel stock to at ethicist book
value "for first time since preeearczaitin dahr Lir'cri:a t 6).iot,or

5 Gal. Kurfees
Everkleen House Paint

FREE BALLOONS EOR THE KIDDIES

Just Come In And Register

CARROTS

.1

Twelfth and Poplar
ommu- ssimmur

co PY F/40 ED -Co P/ F4 PF0 -(
-"Y F4 DE

5e
Each

Fresh From The Fields

Lenten Specials
Boneless Catfish
lb. 59c
Large

Pk g.

Breaded Shrimp
10-oz. pkg. 49c
Boneless

29c

Pineapple

each

Fresh, Full Of Mitk

Coconuts

10C

PRESERVES

A Real Treat
lb. 39c

Long Sliced Kosher or Polish

Salmon Steaks
lb. 65c

24-0z.
.. 39L

Embassy Peach and Pineapple

Cod Fillets

22-0z. Jar

25c

HE1FETZ PICKLES

11-Oz.

Dog Design Tumbler_- Kroger

39c

PEANUT BUTTER

HALVES or SLICED-SPECIAL PRICE

AVONDALE PEACHES 2No
Good

Easter Candy
Available

at

Kroger

Chicks & Bunnies
10-oz. bag 29c
Duck Eggs
14-oz. pkg. 29c
Cream Toys
In

2

Cans

49e

Post Tens Assorted 33c

12-Oz. Pkg.

Post Toasties

2.1c

Variety

Carton
29C
7-0z.•

9-oz.

Urban G. Starks & Son

Bunch

Garden Fresh

Easter Basket
39c
Chicken

Little Eggs
pkg. 10c

15-0z. Can

Pork and Beans 2 cans 25c
G.N. BEANS
Pillsbury

5 lb. bag 61:fc
16-0e, Pkg.

PANCAKE FLOUR ...... . .
Vernailnt Ma id

SYRUP

20c

l2-0z. BO -

32c

a

4ARCH 24, 195:4

Sow Seeds Right Depth
For Fast Growing Plants

Drive-In

1EATRE

41Y & FRIDAY!
TRAYED"
in Color
ad( Gable and
na Turner
Starts at 6:45

AND COMPLETRY
AUINAIIC
PUSH BUTTONS

For large seeds, each as Usu. malt. 1,111 stet& oenier of bee.

44

ally From

leef

lbs. 89c

' 35e

SP▪A

lb. 45c
lb. 23c

' 35e
doz. 29c

0 lbs. S1.19

The language on the back of
a garden seed packet which tells
the buyer how to sow the lead
may be obscure to a beginning
gardener. It says: "Sow In
drills." or perhaps "sow in
hills."
In gardening • "drill" is a
shallow trench in which sired
Ii dropped to grow in a straight,
easily cultivated row. A "hill"
is not a mound of soil except In
those sections of the country
where rianfall Is extremely
heavy, or drainage poor. Elsewhere it is likely to be a hollow wherie seed are sown to produce a plant, or group of plants,
that have room to spreed out
instead of standing upright In •
row.
Hills are used for vines and
bushes. Three to six seeds are
usually sown in • hill, and the
plants thinned out to the number desired. It is good practice
to arrange your hills in straight
rows, however, for appearance
and ease of cultivation.
It says on the seed packet:
"sow half an inch deep" Do
you get down on your knees and
measure every seed? Of course
not Seed sowing Is not • precision job, and need not be.
Nature sows seeds in • very
careless manner. But the gardener must take more care, to
avoid the terrific waste in which
nature indulges, but he cannot
afford.
main point in sowing seed
I. to take care not to bury them
so deep they will fail to emerge
from the soil This can be accomplished by the methods of
making drills which are 411ustrated herewith
For tiny seeds, press the edge
of • straight stick into the bag.

Ffro

lajfl seeds, press edge of
ulfek Into soil, making
&hallow drill.

5e
Each

29c
each
10C
24-0s.

39c
22-Oz

because it is fun today.
Capable teachers 'encourage children much more frequently than
they punish them. But above all,
they seek to cultivate the natural
desire to learn because nothing is
more important.
And now the most difficult
problem is in learning the "how?".'
Most children do not learn "how"
if they sit and listen to the teacher
(Editor's Note: This is the second tell them how or if they recite
tn. a series of articles by the what is in the book.
Department of Classroom Teachers
Chilren and adults learn to do
of Kentucky Education Asaociation.I by doing. They learn to do aritA child increases his interest hmetic by working real problems.
in learning because of the "right They learn to sew by sewing: to
now" values instead of what it cook by cooking.
will mean to him when he is
So much learning is useless
grown.
unless the teacher is having the
Many a child' learned to hate children do instead of listen and
music from a parent who wanted recite. Learning to do is a very
him to learn to play the piano. complicated process.
Many a student has learned in
If you lon't believe this, let me
order to pass a tekt only to forget remove your,. appendix. I've read
it next week.
a book about it'
This illustrates the importance
There is much that we do not
of creating the "right now" interest know about learning, but cbe do
in the pupil.
know:
How does a good teacher avoid
1. A child learns for right now
the pitfall of stressing learning and not for when he is grown.
instead creating interest!
2. Children want to learn: they
The good teacher stimulates In- find it exciting and pleasant.
terest and arouses curiousity bf
3. A child learns what he wants
Introducing outside resources in to: not what the adult expects him
the form of pictures, stories, film to learn.
strips and other related objects,
4. A child learns better if he is
waiting for the pupil to show in- encouraged and not punished or
terest and then very carefully frightened by adults because his
encouraging him to broaden it.
work is poor.
The good teacher knows children
5. Children learn by doing and
enjoy new experiences. The" good no% listening
'teacher knows that sooner or
8. When teachers follow these
later children will want to try to principles, regardless of the grade
play the piano if they are given level or subject field, children
the opportunity to wStch and to learn more efficiently and forget
hear others play, not because less than children who are taught
*someday" they'll be pianists, but by the "listen and recite" method.

Why People
Learn And
How,Told

Togladitun sued seeds, make
thellI by using the end of
the bpi handle For larger seeds
use the edge of the hoe blade.
pre,
lightly if you want an
trill. more heavily
for d4pet dewing.
to use depends
somewhat ea the nature of the
loam they may
beady
SOL le
ho • thtla deeper than in heavy
clay, and isi hot weather they
thould be et least twice as deep
as in the moist spring weather.
Above all, except on • heavy
slope, In making • drill. keep It
straight Some gardeners use a
narrow plaak as a ruler. A garden line Is easier to handle,
heavy Cords on reale are handy,
but any stout cord stretched between two etak.es will serve.
Rut use the line as a guide.
and never press the hoe aghast
It, for It will bend, and your
MA* row may turn out to be
serpent**If this Nippon",
uji the drill end try It over
Tosi *AD soon acquire
ah•
the beet

HELICOPTER SWEEPS FOR MINES

Th.

an'49e
12-0a. Pkg.

SUPER RIGHT - BLADE CUT

Beef Chuck R02:.1
SUPER RIGHT

BON NEE BUTTERED

3
Beef Steaks
FRESH

LS, 35'
49'
351

BOSTON BUTT
4 TO 1

a

• HERE'S HOW

Halibut Steaks

Potatoes

Inch two % by % by 4-inch
blocks to the ands to support
glue and
the aide *helves, na
screws. Fasten the
I
dividers to the bottom with
1%-Inch sereva.
Add the top, using glue and
wood blocks as show.. Fantail
the back panel in place with
14-inch screws.
Aeratembie the legs as shown
and attach to each corner with
glue and screws, counterborred.
Mount doors with recessed butt
hinges. Detail of panel fronts
for the tuner and amplifier
will depend upon the loestion
of coutrol knobs. Mount the
record planet on roller drawer
rani.

LARGE
FRUIT
LARGE
171 SIZE

_ _

Oxydol

_Nar.

14-0Z.
BOTTLE

20c

23, 1955,

•••••
itab

sm.*. (ase lostrretieles)
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S. Odor Weems Case leeteratlest)
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It.Peek parsesal easeeptles eredheiter1 WISE Isspeate
SW asessrelad
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liessebeld

r-ne4eliaeliatid sod age Gast treat
this credit Wad ea separate teeNile)

v.opium

140

00
oo'

I.
Sere Ts
Reed Al
teemsthee
Cara*

(If thit he joist itstira): --

er weir

0

1 50 00

Iltsbarsol Nos Is Res Iles

85

II

22
6,3

le. TAX DIM Casa If Ware ttes14)

10 fig

trot

•

12-0g. Bi ,

XPLe

turg of Taxpayor (ort• 61100

*actor
‘4441
ilersst

-LS.
RAG

$231

16-0Z
CA N

49c

11 01. 39'
Chum Salmon
29'
Agar luncheon Meat
-re.--25'
Hip-O-Lite Marshmallow Creme
)
35'
Tuna Fish OF THHI(EKSEHEA
PKG.
Or
231
Tidy Home Sandwich Bags
Belle Meade Crackers, 16-oz. box 25c
330 .°0"411. 63'
Wesson Oil
2 s 230
Woodburys Soap "."L"
CAN

12-0Z
CAN
JAR

et -OZ.
C
oe

ITTLE
"
P
BO

10t
LG.
PKG. (6)

7 OZ.

SOT.

GIANT
PKG.

10‘

GIANT

Bur.

" 30'

DETERGENT

SLICED DOMESTIC
1 90
I

72'
72,

GIANT
PEG.72'

PIG

Lux Liquid Detergenf'LU3712LU 65(
.__ 3

11°LLS

Swiss
Cheese

59c

lb.

Sharp Cheddar Cheese
e(ErltIrCOAOND
H rit
Ched-O-Bit
FREsH
Silverbrook Butter
r A
Sweet Milk
Magic
Ireele
Ice Cream

-

ALL
FLAVOR/

59'
Lot751
2
61'
4Ic

_

I -LB.
ROLL
GAL.
CTN

-

GAL 691

25'

6 LUNCHEON
.
.
MEAT

Spam

12-0Z. /90
$0
CAN

Spry

SHORTENING (

N
TB
'
ji

34c 1

JUICY

3 La

ROAST Vi.AL WITH SPRY la

'SPRY MAKES THE DIETTJUENCE-'

Swan Soap
Rinso Blue

1.O
G.

13
:0

4 GUEST
rc
9
1Z
11

n91
V

oz 0)5e

Spic 8, Span Cleaner
Duz Soap Powder

CAN

BOX

304

GIANT
PEG

2

BARS

3:N. 28' 2

BUS

DETERGENT PKG.304 GIANT
PEG.

A

72'
250
31'
60'

el• If Wise

14, Sow Ky. Taii withheld

MS*

ri

11-01.
CA-Na

14.02.
BOTTLE

DETERGENT

Camay Soap

ivWeaI

141. itilLVDPID DV* (Item Itialese 11)

Two.eatoe.e.see.4.•

11-01.
CANS

PARAMOUNT
OYSTER HOT

Northern Tissue

IL Add Tea Cranes lb meat bre
AVS/Oe
RANSfrj4.1
Alt MOUND fOR
II4CX ISAEL

29c.,

•

0.101f de

113-01. Pkg

OTT kRT
JAR

Sc

eite-day web desweleat

lb. bag 69c

BLABG 5179
5
3 LDS 29°

GRA:

0

O

(
n5

„)
15
35c
3
45(
2
-°N2 15C
"C1,.
3
75'
CANS

Dees

O Ile It el as wer0 el. g

04,

Ketchup

Joy Liquid

1 1-14siew 111
:
.rim

le.

10 lb. bag 69c

GLOBE TYPE
31 LB. BAG Steel

OAKEN XVI

39c

LB.
B AG

YOU'LL GET MORE LOW 'PRICES ON MORE I EMS - MOPE DAYS Of, THE WEEK AT A&P'

Jole It. eolith

97-65-4321

.

I

ANN

I. PrIat Rims

Swaim

1.0.9
L G $2.89

25c Pink Simon
PSETRRFIEKCET
15-01.

3

UTILLI
PE
VEG

Dreft Detergent

Serial Keewity

•

29°
L. 4
395:
L. 35'

iCti-Z35:275

PAN

COLDSTREAM

Corn WHOLEKERNEL
Catsup
Peas or Tomatues
Fruit Cocktail
Niblets Corr
Eight 0' Clock Coffee BIAIG8 79'
Dexo Shortening
PAGE
Mayonnaise

Seer Esserepassedisals
Lied laskeeilms Pass 4 Carel*

Na-Add...
123 Min IN.rEnt
ekes
ci.,
Agytount Isetuaky

(

PERCH

rILLET5

29 OZ.
CAN

SULTANA

•

OCEAN

Haddock
Cod Fillets FROZEN

DOZ

1 LB
CELLO BAG

WHGOOLLEDGENRAIN

P•10 I

LB.

• • •

39' Idaho Potatoes
2 r.o. 49' Grass Seed OXFORD PARE
TEL' OW
,
0' Onion Sets

IONA

corucor INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RETURN 1$4

LS 551 )

17c Grapefruit

LB

g.ot.nzis

illeraes Pair ta54

39'

ALL
GOOD

FLORIDA DUNCAN

IN SYRUP

IN

Ist

FINE FOR
BROlyNG

SIZE) •

vicED
Peaches
SULTANA

A MEW TECHNIQUE for sweeping enemy mine fields is made possible
by use of the 13-21 helicopter "Work Horse." shown above during •
demonstration off Mortoa, Pa. The craft can 'weep the initial path
without endangering Itself by pulling an underwater cable through
the water. This will enable the minesweeping vessels following to
sweep the remainder of the minefield With safety from moored
mines.'united floatation bags around the wheel, permit the Plasecki
(International Soundphoto)
helicopter to land on the water.

29c

RIGHT
ANY SIZE CUT

39C

111-0Z
PEG

Clitta
ROLL

Wholo
)o. 11.1-1 LB. 491

11•30Asil LIA Are
SUPER
Sliced Bacon ( RIGHT
a vont
Slab Bacon

571

Sweet Pickles

MAKE A HI-PI PLAYER CABINET
A cabinet for the high fidelity set is • project for the
skilled home craftsman, it provides space for the amplifier,
below; the tuner, center; sad
the record player in the top.
Top, end, and door panels
are edge-glued %-inch luxnber
or of hardwood plywood. The
-inch hardback panel is
wood plywood. Shelves and
dividers are of %-inch lumber.
Rabbet the back edges of the
top and end panels It by It
Inch,
Fasten the bottom to the
ends, using glue and No. 4 fiat_
head screws, PA inches long.
Then make the shelf assembly,
using glue under pla--o4re.

LB.

BROI

11 to It

HarnS

OH

Sher Salmon Steaks .7: _
FRIED FISH STICKS ".1...;0.7.4.4'4'"
CERTIFIED SEED

FRESH

,..sittniaa 1...adth

• ••

Super Right

CTN.

SUPritEllEsRHIGHT

IUPLEYS

Pd thr-Couet of-APpeale-will wand,
over the Judicial Conference meeting March 29 Carl V Weygandt.
Chief .4113tice 'of the Supreme
.Ohio, will deliver the
Frankfort7',Xy. - -Meetings of Cburt
both the Kentucky Judicial Con- ntain arkderegia •
Othe'r tOgues will include a 7araference, compcseci of judges of the
Court of Appeals and circuit courts 117.C1in1e7 lechrte by Judge Chester
in the state, and the State Pier IX Adams. Le.sington, and a disAssociation will be held in Louis- cussion ori probation by Judges
ville. March 29-31. it was announcen frank W. Jones, Glamor. and
11 today by Henry H. Harned, sec- William R. Gentry. nardetovm,
A petiei discussion on "Preretary of the Bar Asociation
Chief Justice Brady M. Stewart Trial Conference and summary
Judgment"' will be moderated by
hide, ti Church Fbrd. Otkofge•
MORE POTATOES
town, judge of the United Wats@
SOLD AS CHIPS
Distract Court for Eastern Kentucky. Serving with him on . the
Of the total quantity of potatoes
panel will be Jean L. Amite'''.
used for human corulurnptson in
Pikeville; Stephen S. Jones. Louisthis country, about 15 percent are
ville; Sidney H. Neal. Oweruboro,
now sold as a prepared or partially
and Coleman Wright. Shelbyville.
prepared food product, as compared
all circuit judges.
A with 2 percent in 1940 About
It is the first time in the history
commercially
'PP two-thirds of these
the Bar Aseociation, that the
processed potatoes reach the consumer in the form of potato chips. conference ha; scheduled its meetResearch has shown that con- ing just preceding the bar con;
sumers are willing to pay more vention in the past, many judges
'
for potatoes graded for the purpose had held terms of cot -t during
for which they are best suited - the sessions of the association.
il baking, boiling, or frying, said UK thus preventiog many lawyers from
attending the convention.
food apecialurts
a

Pork Sausage

00
S
8-0Z.1
PKGS.

LB. AIM.
Pork Roast
Fresh Pork Links c.
Ground Beef

JUICY
FLORIDA

g

it's easy to

ASP, where

save on all
*
gour food?

Oranges
CALIFORNIA
Lemons 432 SIZE
Carrots CRISP

Judicial Confeirencer'Bar Set Meetings

cans 25'

32c

busy wth Spring housecleaning? come to

Bananas

ier

25c
11-0:.
39c

fAIIIE THREE

GOLDEN RIPE

m. oeis

T

ch

my1RAY, RENTucry

TRE LEDGER AND TIMES,

TITURADAY, MARdll 24, 1926

tea if }colt

return)

mars to Dept of news... Frankfort. by Aleil II.
liwel
Make aback massay weer payable to Kestiscity Stets Tresetwor,

2

Rival Dog Food
,,T
,...,,H,
Krey Sliced Pork
Krey Sliced Beef GWI:IIVIT
Salisbury Steak

IY
ZRG
W1TH
RA VT

1-LB
C

950
S.

JANE PARKER - PLAINCYN

DOZ J 9

Donuts SUGARED OR CINNAMON
Blueberry Pie
20 OZ
White Bread IA"
JANE
PARKER

PARKER

'

lee
VALUE

LA

LOAF*

LV
NIL
OT
S

(
49
'
17

This is Candy Carnival Week at AlP
2 2i-; 39c
Jelly Eggs WORTHWORE
Marshmallow Eggs
25'
Cream Filled Eggs MORE
Price. In This Ad Effective Thru Saturday, March 173.
wORTIDeOnt
AWNED

14 OZ.

WORTH

PEG.
Or II

291

"C1'; 47'
OZ 4j
•ISCAN
39'
A re

1144 OZ
CAN

•

PILE ONLY ONE TAX RETURN-SECURELY ATTACH PAYMENT
AND ONE COPT Of AU. OTHER K43

sesteseemeNT

Mir

IP A

-

L

V,
e-'
- --

; Home Is
Ii.oman's
.7hL.. a .1leeting

- Soci.a1 Calendar - I

N.
B. F. Scherfflus open
. r home on North Sixtpef 11,1
Street for the meeung of the
Woman's As:sena:0s og gie College Presbyterian Church held
Thursday, March 21. at seventhirty o'clock in/the evening.

_

'Inc Program was vex y ably
presented by Mrs Herbert Halpert who gave a mart :r.teregt.ing
and asfornegive talk on -St. Patrick."
Muss Resins.. Senter. vice-president. presided in the absence at
the president. Mrs. W. D. Aerachher.
Plans were discussed for the
— - —

-

VALUABLE

Miss_ Carol Anne Koertner
Mr. and Mrs. Albert (7. Koertner announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
i Carol Anne. to Mr. Joseph Adam Mikez, Jr., slit' of Mr.
1 and Mrs. Joseph Adam Mikez of DeKalb. III.
The, bride-elect graduated from Murray 'High School
in the class of 1954 and is now attending Murray State
College where she is majoring iu btiskives.
Mr. Mikez is a graduate of DeKalb High 5.tehool Ar t
is now a junior at Murray State. College. lie is majoring
in industrial art...
The wediting will take place Thursday. April 14, at
'seven &clot& 11 the morning at St. Leo's Catholic
Church. No invitations are being issued and all friends
' are invited.

Recipe
Of The Week
have appreciated cantroller smarm xi a faVolite fish 11W
years. Rich in protein, it takes
the pace al meat. say horns ec000mane at the Unisensty of Kentucky`
La

••=••

PREMIUMS

ON CASH AND CARRY ORDERS

Boone Laundry & Cleaners
Style Square

Phone 234

1

OW es.* until 4auce is thick and
smooth. In a greased casserate
range layers 1 potatoes, iSlo
chopped egg and mum. Cotnt,
remaining ingrodsenta sad np: •
over the top
the fish mixture..
Bake in moderate oven, 350 to 375

,

FRIDAY and SAT.

SUPER SPECIALS!
•

-

Loca's

by

numbeis were playMr. Cleiries Markham.

•

6. USED REFRIGERATORS (several in warranty)
- 229.95
3 USED ELECTRIC RANGES, front-. 59.95 to 124.95
6 USED CONVENTIONAL VC ASHE12.S
from
19.95 to 69.95
CHROME DINETTE SUITES, from
49.95

spotlighting

LITTL1
141111.1
and Spring's

Evergreens, Shrubs
and Azaleas
— Large Stock —

poweit colors

a WIER StIrli:
15th at Poplar — Call 479

"The Best For Less"

Mrs Ira Sites was hostess for
the rneet:ng of the East Hazel
Homemlkers Club held Wednesday. March 18.
Nine members and CHIC
.
Mts. Hoyt Craig. met to study
Ste proper SC102'210713 and care of
anew and purses. Mrs Leland
Alton and Mrs. Glen Kelso give
an interesting 1011/Pan with shoes
and purses illustrating both good
and.pots buys.
Mrs Edd Alton
opened
the
meetlfik by reading the devotion
fron Amos 5.5-15. The null call
was answered with -What I Like
Most In The Oirt-of-doors."
Mrs Jcss Hale reported her
eomrnittee had selected Ws.'Glen
Kelso
the nocnInee fur -.the
Maisel Farm Homemaker to be
chosen from the county
Following the business meeting
retrsannients were served by the
hostess.

gefeeSteo $8"

CAPITOL
FRIDAY and SAT.

Which light-up do's your wardrobe need
.-Pink? Potent? Pastel Blue? Panama?

briar No Mb
gm IN OW al I.
PS wool

Navy? or the new Mist Grey?
Avocado? Red? Butternut? Hurry
In, you lovers of littl• heels
Col soft toes!) Such style
variety you'll swoon— *
wont 'ern alll

l'i-4rst..`•

HOLT,
CYCL0111 ON
HORSEBA
CK
vat61•Norie Ileys•his

Ai MN IN MADIMOISELLI

.
W•014.y
las Named Wm*.

plus
Serial and Cartoon

LITTLETON'S

0°9'111 BRAND(' vigAINC'
&104,02
BRANDS
vidcA)VNSI
\\N

hmous foodg at

Thrifty Rims!

of

MitaLft4f

•

Read Our Classifi

Dram and flake ...mon. sa•
the 1:qutd. Melt butter. star in flour
and gradually add the Liquid from
sakissi and milk St.r constantly.

S +linen Surprise
lb tan d salmon
decreer. for 30 minutes Serves 4:
2 T butter
Menu: Salmon surprise. buttered
2 T flour
1 I 4 c 1.gu,d fr
'carrion plus green dspur•gus. (sobs& sly., .milk to make the.amount
sticics. butter, and frozzen ,
2 c cubed cooked potatoes
with cookies.
1 ta.rd-cooked egg
1 4 c- mayonnaise dressing
1 4 c grated cheese
piepurcd mustard
'2
17

outh

ed

Mrs. Ira $iles Is
Hostess Fo,- Meet,
Of East Hazel Club

-

=NM=
=IMMO

Rice, fats Muddle
era, and Mrs. Jamers Ward.

St0.1 01 piano

Tuesday, Mar.-11 15. at sevian-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
Miss Both Houston was the
guest devat•onal speaker and gave
a motet interesting and inspirational talk. Vocal selections by
Mr. Gus Robertson, Jr.. were "Old
Man R:ver:' "I'd Rather Have
Jesus", and
"Ws No
Secret."

TO 77115 8ETTER
KIND OF DRY CLEANING-

Join the happy throngs who have found out how
much cleaner, fresher, better pressed our Sanitone
Dry Cleaning makes their clothes.
Try our better dry cleaning today!

I Alayota

Refreshments were served to the
twenty-six .r.embers
and .throe
guests. Hobtesses weie members of
The home of Mrs. Cadre
Shoe..uo V. Mrs. Shoemaker, capmaker on the College Farm Road ""`r°
was the scene of the meeting of lain, Mrs Harold Sykes, Mrs. G.
schuvi clam I T. Lilly. Mrs. L D. Miller, Mrs.
rcas
the
th4:-. First Bhphct
"" church head Tames Witherspoon,
Mrs.
Roy
of the

Banishments were served to
the ten present by the hostesses.
Mrs Scherfnus and Mrs
Mary
Brown.

GETS OUT MORE DIRT—SPOTS REALLY
GO — LEAVES NO DRY CLEANING ODOR

Activities

Weddings

Dorcas Oa* Holds
March Me ing
Shoemake .Home-

rummage sale to be held in the
building aext door to the Frozen
Food Locker on l'Aouday, March
23. beginning at seven - tturty
o'clock in the morzung.

SANITONE

-THURSDAY, MARCH 24, 1955

:-"111"--

Club News

Jo Burkeen, Editor ... Phone 694-M-4-0 or 1 ;tar)-W
To Be Married Soon

•.§§.§...H.§

Deviiie, Mrs. Inez Stewart, Mrs.

WOMEN'S PAGF

Thursday. Mareh $4
The Pt,. is Road Hornensakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Rudy
Duna at one-eturty o'clock.
• • • •
The M.
,gazine Club meets v..th
Mrs. B H. Keys on Thursday.
March 34 at 230.

rut WuOLE 77IWN5' FLOCKING
•

a.

•.er..1011111

Here Is ries\ I
Rrst Great Sforyli(
,

Of The
Suicide Squad

WE WILL SLICE YOUR BACON FREE OF CHARGE

%GAR CURED SLAB BACON
Godchaux Sugar 10 lbs.93c
Nucoa Marpr,arine lb. 27c
American Cheese lb. 39c

WHOLE OR HALF

PIE FOR TWO
FROZEN

Meat Pies
Chicken, Turkey, Beef
-----=---

Morrell

;

Of The Air I
IBA
MEN
WHO FLY
INTO BATTLE

.01"04944reoy
_
feki

Lard
4 lbs. 59c

kAaa

G.N. Beans

3 no. 2 cans 37c

Blue Plate

Peanut Butter

Several t/ther Set. Rodt,i eu

USED•PHILCO TV, like new, 17 in. screen .... 79.95
NEW 4 pc.: Bedroom Suite-po4ter bed, chest, vanity.
stool
_ 11 6- .50
JAMISON 2 pc. Plastic Living Roomn Suite, any color
99.95
'...YOUNGSTOWN 54- CABNET SINK -drain board, chrome fixtures. reg. 129.95, Now 99.95
NI-iW GAS RANGE, full size deluxe model
79.95

12-0z. Glass
33C

Blue Plate

2111ippt!", LB.

23e each
Grapefruit
6 for 27c

Dixie Bell

Canned

CrackeK
lb. 19c

Biscuits
can 10c

Rats

Flavor Kist

Crackers
lb. 33c

Crackers
lb. 25c

1

Prices Good 'Til Next Thursday

HAYDEN FrAril•T[ludiffiON
LIBERAL TRADE-IN

EASY TERMS

ar.wips tr.OM ASK

Last Times Tonight

RILEY Furniture&Appliance
510 WEST MAIN S1 BEET

PHONE 587

flICE
41.1V(RY

JO
HN
SO
N
7
5
GROCERY
- • binu bm,d1)*/-11412 b-c4A-4.„wx

111111rommomil

4;

1
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RCH 24, 1855

Our Classified"

potlighting

MARCH

24,

"1112-1111)GElt 1.1113 TIMES, IftritRIY;
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• r'DON'T MAKE A PIG OF YOURSELF' Man Sees
Inventions
Over Years
f

ITTLII

E1LS
id Spring's
"IIONNIE" DOESN'T MIND sharing her meal with"Freddie"the piglet,
but makes sure the little porker doesn't dig in too deep. "Freddie"
was abandoned by its mother at Oakenshaw Grange Farm in Crofton. England, when it was five days old and "Bonnie," a St. Bernard
expectant mother,took in the Little foundling.

eost colors

Failure to Thin Out Row
Is No. 1 Garden Error

By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
United Preen Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON (1/1 - In nearly
half a century, Elton Howard
Brown probably has looked over
more inventtozia than any man who
ever lived.
Brown Brownie to potent lawyeiv
other intimates will complete 50 years with the US. Patent
Office this year. He is head of the
patent reference branch at the system, which will be 165 years old
April 10.
"I may tetire and invent SeineThule myself," the old expert said.
Hopeful inventors. young and old,
flock to Brownie every working
day of the year, dreoming of inventing a better flea trap or anything eke that would make the
world "beat a path to their door."
Toothpick Never Patented
"You'd be surprised what people
don't know about inverfrtions-inventois, even," he said. "Every
once in a while some clown cornes
in carrying a whittled stock of
wood and tries to sell us the idea
he Invented the toothpick. The
toothpick surely was irsvented, but
the perso, who did the inventing
must have died broke for St never
Was pate n
."

4

IN MAIHNOISIU.I

)N'S
It karts to destroy

11111111111111111111M.

LB.

9e

)Ft TWO

/ZEN

t Pies
„r,,,
each

ar plants but 'ethic's thinning is seceesary
for a good yield.

No. 1 enemy of beginners' ing until they reach it least
vegetable gardens is crowding. half-size. This keeps spar•
This is di.. to failure to thiu out plants available during the early
the seed:ings so that ear‘a re- weeks, when accidents are must
maining plant has sufficient Likely to destroy some.
room to develop properly.
At first, plants of row to
Fallura.lo this out Isselitea
reArdlltilbl`befrift
to emotienal resistante on the inch apart: wIffeff`stfll Insure.
Part of the gardener who cannot each, room to develop without
bring himself to destroy the entangling roota. with a neighprecious seedling- plants which bor. As they grow, alternate
have grown from the seed which plants should be removed, and
he imore often she; has sown. so on until the optimum spacEven with high-germinating ing is achieved. Many of the-seeds it is advisable to sow excess root and leaf plants can
more than you will have TOOM be used on the table.
to mature; because accidents
When carrots are sown thinly,
are always possible which will thinning may be left until some
destroy some plants; and va- are large enough So use.
cancies in a row are difficult
It is the hag-grown carrots
to fill.
Seeds that germinate slowly. that are most- delicious, and the
such as carrots. parsley, and growth is Si) much more in
parsnips, should be sown more length than in the diameter of
ddliming proethickly than others because the the heti% thet the
seedlings are feeble, arid the est does not disturb the others
fords: of many acting together so much.
Turnips do not grow well If
helps break through the soil and
bring-the Sprouts to the surf:see. crowded. If the young Plants are
The late Liberty H. Irailcy, pulled up an they stand 4 inches
dean of horticultural teachers, apart In the row, in a remarkexpressed this opinion: "Thin- ably quick time they will be
ning is a process of selection, large enough to use.
Beets are more easily handled
and the best are allowed to remain. It is evident the chances than turnips when they are a
of securing the best are greater little larger, and one should not
when tbe gardener leaves, one fail to try a dish of beet tops
plant out of ten, rather than with the tiny roots just taeginning
to form. It Is a deliciola introone plant out of three "
For all' these reasons thinning duction to the garden menu.
should be a gradual process, be- The terets which are left in the
ginning when plants are large ground should be spaced 2inches
nough to handre, and continu• apart

Beef

BILBRErS

efruit

Brownie has watched progress.
One of the latest gimmicks is 'a
pair of eye glasses with which you
can hear as well as see.
Same of the inventions, on which
there now are inure than 36.4tultion
patents chant make the owners of
the patents very much money.
Like the fellow who thought up a
devi,e that was strppoeed to determfne which hen la,cl which egg.
"I'll het you don't know who invented the safety pin," Brownfe
said. "Pt was a fellow named
'Walter Hunt. It was in 1.549, and
Hunt went on to produce Amer.
has first sewing machine. paper
shirt collars, art 'ice plow, and a
pair of..shoes that enabled a circus
performer hi walk up walls."
Patent Expiration
.,,,,b r
re is no record here that Inbar Hunt ever got very rich.
You'd think the safety pm would
have done rt, but apnerently his
noUnn didn't catelh on right away.
A patent expires after 17 years,
'Brownie said, arid after that an'body .cun manufacture the product
The - old fellow has looktd at
some pretty odd dontraptione.
In 1003. sonic lemur who bad a
near sighted rooster in has Ott
invented •a 'air of eye. glasses for
him, arid gut a petedt on the
spy' s
[Airing the Civil_ War, some person Cillne op with a combination
plow and gun.

BELK-SETTLE COMPANY

Girls

Toppers
FOR

Little Girls

Nylon
Can-Can Slips
All White, Sista 2 to

14

$300

-

and Rayon

Easter Bonnets $1 & $198

Sizes 3 to 14

$495
to $1495

TEEN-AGERS EASTER BONNETS
In Assorted Colors . . . $2.95 & $3.95
Little Girls Cotton and Dacron Blouses
Asberted Sizes
$1.00 & $1.98

II •

TEEN AGE DRESS-ES

COTTONS and TAFFETAS
Sizes 8 to 14
$5.95 to $10.95

Little Girls CotIon Dresses
6)(
$1.98 and $2.95

Little Girls Cotton and Dacron

Blouses

SizeA

Asst'd Sizes .... $1.00 to $1.98
Little Girls Beautiful

For Easter - Little Girls

Cotton And Nylon Dresses
Prints and Solid, - Sizes 3

EASTER FROCKS
In Nylon and Cotton - Sizes 1

to 12

$5.95 and $7.95
Stuffed Toys For Easter
large selection $198 to $495
iris Linen Skirts
$198
AS POPULAR as the
FAIRY TALE...

Th.sreas Alva Edison probably
held the must {intents among inventors of a time. He received
scene 1,100.

to

14

$395 and $495
BOY'S FRUIT-OF-THE-LOOM
Briefs
Sizes 6-16

Undershirts
Sizes 6 to 16 . . 39c

59c

LITTLE BOYS SPORT COATS
Sizes 2 to 7
$3.95 to S8.95

Little Boys Suit
Just Right For Easter

Sizes 2 to 8

$5.95 and S10.95

LITTLE BOYS DRESS PANTS
Sizes 2 through 8
S1.98 to $2.95

Abraham Lincoln called the patent system "the fuel of interest to
the .fire of genius." and his words
are carved over the door of the
patent 'office.
Aocurding to Brownie somebody
once asked Honest Abe what he
nsidered the first irrvention. The
president scratched has had and
•
blurted:
"Man% fleet discovery w-as the
fact that tie had no clothes whereupon he invented the apron."

Boys Dress Shirts
White - Blue - Pink ... $1.98
BOYS TIES, solids -fancy . . . 50c - S1

Boys-Dress •Pants
Wool Flannels, Sheen Gabardines,
Linens in Blue. Maple. Pink. Black

Sizes 4 to 18 . .. $2.95 - $7.95
THE NEW LOOK IN TV
AT A NEW LOW PRICE

Boys 100', Virgin Orlon Sweaters
Blue - Pink - Camel - Yellow

Children love Red Ricring Hood
for their smart styling, smooth

Sizes 30 to 38 .

fit, and wonderful comfort.

euits
[10c

ursday

With Purses To Match .. set $2.95
Litite Girls

Ness

Nylon - Wool

In Peress Quiz

tined

ckers
25c

STRAW HATS

EASTER

r 27c

sr Kist

Girls Assorted

Boautiful

dLTRA.VISION

Here's .footwear that's flexible,

durable arid superbly made.
For style. comfort and value
they re the best buy.

LO-BOY

BOYS NYLON FIT-ALL SOCKS
2 prs. $1.00
Solids and Fancy 59c
BOYS WOOL SPORT COATS

tree antiosei mood rterestac•
hei he Me listesieel
aides ter best viewl
• Low picture for nalerof
viewinganglelNatural
stand-ap tunnels- no awkward crouching FamousC-E
Aluminized Picture Tubegives up to 100% whiter
whites-TV's clearest piclure,Now withnew Improved
sound reproduction and dual
speakers for Tirs driest listening! Best ef all-the new
gm price! Como in todayl

3 Patch Pockets, Center Vent

Sizes 6-20 . . . . $10.95 - $14.95
Black Patents, White Bucks, White,
BOYS BELTS
Blue and Brown Calf
brown or Black and White Saddle Oxfords
Sizes 5/
1
2 to 8' z • $3•95
81,2 to 3 .. $4.95
COL. RULLIFF P. LEVINICII
(above),dental surgeon at Camp
Kilmer, N.J., testifies before The
Senate 'Investigations subcommittee, in Washington. It Is
probing the promotion and honorable discharge of Maj. Irving
M. Peress. Col. Leverich said he
was not told that Peress had refused on constitutional grounds
to complt4e loyalty forms. The
officer declared he later kept the
Under turvettlance.

Kathi Noels ipeol“ kw 0 E. on
-CI1S
"ley Milleed flume

BILBREY'S
Car and Home Supply
210 Main

Phooe 886
,

'tam ats

L4S4-i:_a.y_dentist

•

Boys Terrier Shoes
For Sport or Dress
Black and Brown, Blge Suede

Sizes 3 to 6 - -.$595 - $695

Size 6-18

textured like
costly linen!

CONTRASTING
SPORT COAT
AND SLACKS

10.95 mis.
14.95 s...12.1.
4-12

Gabardine - Rayon - Acetate'

Medal

%stem Cosemplad Casten-

59c to $1.00

Boys Suits

Only 53 25 a week
24 months to pay
UhroIICIII.
Vase" lelay Glenda. Mahogany

$4.95

$10.95 - $19.50

Our own Dixie
Center vent, fully

Lod!

lined coati

Crease-resistant butcher

Boys All Wool Husky Sport Coats
$14.95 to S16.95
Sizes 8-18
Boys Short Sleeve Sport Shirts
$2.95
new colors and patterns
-

rayon in ton and brown,

navy ond gray, many other
4ombinations. Complete

with pocket kerchief,
two-tone reversible belt'
SPORT COAT,
12-18, 10.9ls

•
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'BRAIN' BEHIND GUIDED MISSILES
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UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
URGES GOOD HOUSING
ON KENTUCKY FARMS

'4100.APte

INIVAC-SCIENTIFIC, a newly-developed electronic "brain," is is;...r
AO being used to aid the guided missiles program at the White Sand

MARKET
LIVESTOCK
---' ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKYARDS 171 -- Livestock:

The importance of good housing
is stressed in the Farm and /tome
Development program of the College of Agriculture and Home
Economics of the University of
Kentucky. Following is a list of
some things a farm house should
provide:
Enough rooms and space for
family life and for certain farm
business to be carried on.
Separate sleeping areas for parents and for girls and boys, with
at eas-t 50 square feet of floor area
a person per bedroom and 129
square feet in a room for two

Proving Grounds, New Mexico. Its task is to compute and analyze the
enormous amounts of data taken from each firing and turn out the
results in time for its use when the next missile is tired. Photo at right,
shows a missile in straight-up flight. At bottom, another missile is
loaded for angle firing. At bottom, left, the guided destroyer roars off
at an angle. At bottom, right, are radar instruments which receive
data from the mitsile-duripg the flight through space. (Central Press)
•-1

Hogs 8,000. Fairly active. 180 lbs
up 25 to 40 cents higher, lighter
weights steady to 25 cents higher;
sows steady. 180 to 220 lbs 16.25
to 16.75; about a deck Is and 2.s
16.85; and about a deck at 17.00;
220 to 240 lbs 16 to 16.50; 240 to
280 lbs 15.50 to 16.50; 150 to 170
lbs 15.75 to 46.25; sows 400 lb, down
14 to 14.50; heavier sows 12.75 to
13.25; boars 9.00 to 11.50.
Cattle 1;500, Calves 600. Market
opening generally steady on good
- -—

persons.
Space under house enclosed;
foundation sturdy.
Floors tight, smooth and safe.
Outside wills weather-tight and
attractive.
Enough windows for good light
and ventilation in all rooms.
Doors and windows in good
condition and properly screened.
Roof water-tight.
Chimneys fireproof and built to
the ground.
Inside walls and woodwork in
good repair.
Ceilings not less than 7 feet
and 4 inches high. •
Storage closets and cupboards
for food, clothing, linens, bedding
and other supplies and equipment.
Kitchen with sink, working and
storage areas and a satiatactory
Stove.
Space in kitchen or elsewhere
for laundry work.
Steps and stairway safe and
firm; handrails on long flights.
Year-round water supply, uncontaminated and convenient.
Outdoor toilets designed and locJted to meet approval of the State
Department of Health.

steers and butcher yearlings at 20
to 2410; commercial 17 to 18.50;
cows active and strong; utility and
commercial 11 to 14.00; canners
and utters 9.00 to 11.50: bulls
steady. Utility and commercial 13.00
to 14 50; canner and cutter bulls
9.50 to 12.50; vealera $1 higher,
good and choice 20 to 26.00; prime
2800; commercial and good, veale;,
and calves 1,5 to 20.00.

Sheep 500. Market about steady.
Deck of choice west' lambs 22.75;
few head of choicer'and prime 23
to 23.50; few good and choice 21
to 22.00; double Fleck of good and
choice number 2 pelts 19.50; slaughter ewes 7.00 down.

MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO.
— MARKET REPORT —
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
March 22, 1955
KENTUCKY HOMEMAKER OF TOMORROW —Cora Henderson of
Nancy is Kentucky's Betty Crocker Homemaker of Tomorrow. She
will compete with 47 other state winners for the national award to be

&assumed April 21 in Philadelphia.
ee:

Linoleum Headquarters

TOTAL HEAD 662
Good Quality Fat Steers
Medium Quality Butcher

$20.00-21.50

Cattle

18.00-19.50

Baby Beeves

15.00-21.20

Fat Cows. Beef Type
Canners and Cutters
Bulls

10.00-13.00
6.00- 9.50
14.50 down

VEALS —

9x12 Ft. Wide, Cut any length
40 Patterns To Choose From

Fancy Veals
No, 1 Veals

26.00
24.80

No. 2 Veals

.. 22.50
6.00-19.80

Throwouts

Thurman Furniture

HOGS —
180 to 225 pounds

..•

•

•

ZELT.HRE.Ail, New Chevrolet
Task Force
Trucks!

Have You Read Today's Classifieds

Saturday and 4th Monday Specials
F
Zera and Madison Jones Invite You To

STOP and SHOP
Kenna

17.00

No. 2 Cans

Sausage 9 for 25c G.N. Beans 3 for 37c
Ritz Crackers lb'33c Catsup
2 for 39c
Nucoa Margarine ... lb. 27c
Delmorste

Tomatoes, fresh . 2 lbs. 25c
Cherries
2 cans 44c
Crackers
1 lb. box 27c
Pure Lard
4 lb. ctn. 69c

Sugar, Gocichati*1-0-1bs. 93c
Lettuce, fresh head
15c
Big Brother

lb. 19c

Margarine

CLOVERLEAF MILK
2 small sizes 32c

II

CHARMIN

TOILET TISSUES
4 rolls 39c

With Free Glass

KRAUT
t Yellow Eyed PEAS
\ BUTTER BEANS
'SPAGHETTI
'TOMATO
TOMATO SAUCE
HOMINY

POTATOES
CORN
BEETS
TOMATOES
GREENS

BACON. orthmore

lb'

39c

10 'CANS

SOAP SPECIALS
DIAL .. 3 bars 39C
2 Bath -3 Regular

riROUND FRESH DAILY

GROUND BEEF 3 lbs'99c
SIRLOIN and T-BONF.

STEAKS
PORK STEAK
BOLOGNA
SPAM

It's the largest and finest fleet of trucks ever built by the nation's No. 1
truck builder. Whatever your task or trade, there's a new Chevrolet truck
to make or save you money on the jornStnne and look 'em over!

lb.

Now Chevrolet introduces "Work Styling"—an exclusive development
in truck design. Plus new engines—new capacities—new Overdrive
and Power Steering—new features and advantages throughout!

CAMAY 4 reg. 31c

4 reg. 31c
LUX
SWAN . 2 kg. 24c
A
WOoDBURY ,
3 small 37c
lb. 39c
SWEETHEART
lb. 29c
3 bath sizes 37c
can 39c

59c

Here's what happens when America's
leading truck builder pulls out all the
stops! Hare are trucks that are new
from the drawing board out!
-

driver could wish for, from its big
Sweep-Sight windshield to its concealed
Safety Step that 'keeps clear of mud or
snow! The new instrument panel and
controls are the last word in truck
driving convenience!

ments

are offered—one in light- and
medium-duty models, another in heavyduty. Your handsome new Chevrolet
truck will be a profitable advertisementon-wheels for you and your business!

New styling in trucks
Fleet, functional styling that fits your
job! For the first time in any truck line.
two distinctly different styling treat-

A new elation& for the/Myer
Truck driving was never like this! The
new Flite-Ride cab is everything a

Six new "high-voltage" engines
With a new 12-volt electrical system
for quicker, surer cold-weather starting and increased generator capacity!
Plus more efficient cooling and lubrication systems, an improved fUeLsystem,
and completely redesigned engine
.mountings.

And much more that's new
Like the smoother, load-steady ride ...
new High-Level ventilation . . . tubeless tires, standard on /
1
2-tOn models
. . . Power Brakes for all models,
standard in 2-ton models ... new 18,(8)1) lb. max. G.V.W. in 2-ton models.
And. there's a new choice of transmissions, including. new Overdrive' and
Hydra-Matic•. New Power Steering'
for all models. Come in and see the
newest things in trucks!
•Oprionol or cairn coo Orerchive available
on ,:,-ron nwdelt, Iligho-Aintn on 4,5-, Uwe, I-ton

Jones Food Market
9th and SYCAMORE STREETS

WE HANDLE ASHLA ND OIL PRODUCTS
Parking Space
(Ph. 874
Delivery Service
,

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
'‘‘. 504 Maple St.

Phone 97

Murray, Ky. 4
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EDUCATOR TRIES OUT KIDDIE CAR

tcher yearlings at 20
mercial 17 to 18.50;
id strong; utility and
1 to 14.00; canners

1.00 to 11.50; bulls
and commercial 13.00
ler and cutter bulls
vealers $1 higher.

cc 20 to 26.00; prime
:tat and good. vealers
to 20.00.
•

Market about steady.
:e wo_21 lamb. 22.75;
choicrand prime 23
good and choice 21
le Fleck of good and
• 2 pelts 19.50; slaug, down.

ot.p

FOR SALE: SAWED WHITE OAK
FOR SALE: ONE 10 YEAR
See fence post. ts
east of South
worker.
bay mare. Good
Terry Buciringharn. near Baker Pleasant Grove. L. R. Cooper,
Crofts road. Call 996.
MEICi Hazel Fa. one.
M25P
_
SALE: LARGE COUNTRY.FOR SALE: 0-E ROOT BEER
Home with 2% acres cot land. One Drive Inn and Franchise. A very
mile out on blacktop road. Priced proditable business at a reasonto go at $5,750. Wilson Insurance able price Will lease to a reliable
& Real Estate, 303 Main Street. person or persons. For further
write
Charles
R.
&INC Information
Phone 842.
Johnson, Route 7, Fraakfort, InS.
Wee
FOR SALE: 6 WEEK OLD BOXER
_
AKC
pupa.
redlatered.
Phone! FOR SALE: 10 HORSE JOHNSON
1099-W. Torn Venable, 1704 Mil.' motor in good condition. 806 Olive,
ler
If2f4: H. B. Bailey Sr. Ph. 211.
5326P

FOR SALE

FOR SALE: 1953 FORD, TWO
door; 1951 Oldsmobile two door,
white tires, radio and heater. A
beaoty 1052 Catalina Pontiac, 1951
Ford Victoria. 1951 Chevrolet Bel
Air. L
Hill. phones, residence
52, office 20, Hazel. Ky.
M25C
FOR

CK CO.

1

won't° inoto WANT aD
f

SALE:

1954

Ford

Septic tahlu and cees pooh pumped and cleaned with modern up to
dale equipment, All jobs strictly
IF YOU WANT TO. RENT A gvaranteed 'No joib too small. For
washing machine. c-rifi Mrs. Rich- service, call L...7,tais, phone 189,
'Murra y Ky
111118P
ardacm.

FOR

Tractor;

au51 hours, fully equipped. Also
new .International coin drill L J.
Hazel, Ky., phones, hone
M25C
132, office 20.

phone 74.

A7C

PRE - EASTER
SPECIAL:
SIX
poet card photogaaphs and one'
IbrIO enlargement, only $3.95. Loves
Studio, 503 Poplar
A9C LOST: TAN &
WHITE PUP,
part sheppard. part hound Weighs
FOR SALE: onproE BUILDING &boa 45 lbs Last
seen in the
Can be'seen at 1f0' North eth st., vicinity of the
College
Call
Murray, Ky. L. J, Hill, Hazel, Ky. 1218-W.
TFC
Call 52 or • 20.
M25C

i

1
Lost gt Found-

SINGER
SE wrfiG
MACHINE
Lan': LADIES WRIST WATCH
FOR SALE: BIRD CAGE WITH
representatave in
Murray. For
in or near Clinic Saturday Please
stand. $6.50. See at Ledger and
Sales,
condition.
Service,
Repeat,
range.
Excellent
contact
pi
lux
1.2x188 with or without old buildcall S. A. Colson, ph 862
Tunes.
M24P
Loan
201.1
1136-J.
Rail,
or
call
Lrvae
Phone
Vine
1401
or 41.),'Bee at
ing Baxter Bilhrey ph.
12811-X-J.
M25P
TVC
h124C

SALE:-UBIDD NORGE DEFOR SALE: BUSINESS LOT SIZE FOR -

see

I O'clock
arch 22, 1955

riernale Help Wantedj

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
S20.00-21.50
18.00-19.50
15.00-21.20
10.00-13.00
6.00- 9.50
14.50 down

AC R 05$

1-Protectiv• oody
1-Marked wile
dents
11-ilrie who
treat.' •
•tilartatios
14-Mera
thaignIdesitt
it-wera of
4...1Mr,OW
of .A10

26.00
24.80
22.50
6.00-19.80

17.00

Pd at II

way of
..-Oiniieg• degree
(abbe.)
MI-Aromatic Bern
14 -RoW
-11•Iineste
-14yrni•ii tor
tilluri urn
SS-Covered with
fur
Se -Center*,
-f•

11

SI-inipum•
12-Propuitleo
14- Viet nowt
winds
117-Pusaese
ZS-Therefore
11-Teutunic
14a1.y14nIan
deit41deity
41-Netiv• ro•tal
42-Turkish
regiments
44.. I4u c) midis
44-Pal1 notice
IS -A void
41-limian coin
41-Junitud
50.-Pin-pared for
print
42-S. off,
43-Moving part at
Meter (pl.)
DOWN
II-Talked Idly •
1-Greasier

el

5
a

V

3

A
26,

25

tit
A
34,

1151219

gjI EVLIIEJEI
WM@
7-10132UMEV
WINA 7.10U BO=
TEST

9inaa
i4tY.Y.713:71

MOW

erit

0
41i

1-iirent usne at
4-Posseastv•
il_gryomnour toe
cerium
Lear risd
1-8teepl•
1-crafty
8-Unit

10-Japanese
measure
11-Weirder
11-Cheerless
17-Part of face
10-indefinite
`.7
article
21--Bird
1,
$11-Cogalsantof
24-Royal family
of England
te-riber plant
SS-Smokes
SO-Pronoun
112-,J•panes•
mwtsur•
SS-Sand banks
on-nr, 114-Floud In aij25-cl,eg*
14.-• me, 000111411 $ ,
*
It-s.,..,

z s
•

[4011
E1'1

WOW) 'MU

7
,/59

v.51, 1.5
•
42-D•rt..

r

4'7

so

leader
sa-glaire
47-Ilitiatiove6

53

45-Dlphthong
II-Perform

Ma a IA.Palm OnSloo•

NCYPICE: COLLEGE SALON HAS
added Judy Adams to their staff.
She invites her friends arid customers to call het at 648 Register
now for the reg. Pie 95 electric
Brat 43-que broiler to be given
sway in April.
M244.•

LOST:
LADY'S
SHORT
coat at the Murray Woman's
Finder return to
Krt.
Ovcrbey. 303 North 5th.'

DON'T FAIL TO REGISTER FOR
the FREE
i
ONY
rt
to be given away
April 30
o obligations. Just
register: ohnson Grocery, 512 So.
12 St., phone 1975
A9C

Mrs. Sallie Phillaas Kelso was
burn July 14. 1801 and Passed away
to her reward Maich 8, 1955 Age
63 years, 7 months, and 24 days.
Ste, was married to Roy Kelso
January 13, 1910,

ENVELOPES. ENVELOPES
EN
velopes. . up to 10 x 15 'Brow,
clasp envelopes of any size. If
you
nec I clasp envelcgies call
FOR RENT: NEW FLOOR SAN- at the
ledger and Tines, attic,
dens, Edgers and Polishers. Call
supply der lrtment
Perfect
f
1300, Murray Home & Auto. Alike itsi ling.

Tu this union was born one son.
Carlis Kelso. Just
outside
tias
Parades& of Eden. we find this
most lovab.e creature a mother. ft
is a blessing aor. the Lavin: to
be an ideal mother and this she

FEMALE HELP WANTED: *2 00
hourly possible doing hght, assembly work a: home. No experience
necessary. Write Sancti Mfg. Co.,
7150 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles
1•224P
36. Calif.
FEMALE HELP WANTED: Waitress for modern rest Ua rant on
lake. Experienced preferred. Must
have own transportation. Ph. 14025
M25P
Kentucky Lake tdodge.

FOR RENT

I

FOR RENT: FURNISHED Al'!'.
with free garage W P Llulaney,
M25C
1112 Olive Phone 363-J

FOR

APT.
RENT: 3 ROOM
Basement and bath Weald about
Phone
in,o th
let
$30
Atrial
al2SP
1398-W

F

M—ale Help Wanted

2101.16 MEN AND WOICIEls1
in this area, Above
average earnings plus monthly
bonus Full tune jub with good
...lance for advaneeznent Must have
r For full details raintact Mr.
Wirighairn. Hotel National WednesJay evening 7:00 - 9:00 o'clock.
MIRY
e

nit

Tell Her

Ceev nght 1,54 by H•les Rohr
Olansetel by Rog Friona gybolabadi
linked, mounted the back steps and
Ta4a rat..
b
out the went inside. ughts Sashed on. &JIAA DOB, bed
wee to have wed lovely elin and Lofting were in the pantry,
her euburhan Neer
1it
11in
4
end U, had •wahesed to find busan getting ice out of the rehue, thenuesid et the vehicular slay- Ingcrator. They vanished. Edith
file41011.4 small son. Roger And
ing
suddenly
Madge he knew bird been framed eel- and Frederick Pelham
desert Vaud to hie 'relit re he d been appeared before Andrus. The moon
and bad
and be could see them
reillivr4 pelf te cilk Nut free OTT! was bright
New el* and aided try Polka la- clearly. They had evidently come
nreril- &rs

h'
ls
"dliacia
le brtoug"

round the barn, their own house

on
irtual whereah.,uts cot that tragic was only a stone's throw away
night lentil !
it iiii-us to the suburban the hill above. They were talking.
dulcet Mike Here Andrus couldn't near what they
shark of oat
he Is Injured an Lust he stumbles
Make ' said. They turned under the walls,
I,Pon the cores* orout'Midnight
hi, a chase local crossed the Lawn and went in
.intself Jim hides
mornnest
when
sad
night
hotel teat
fttili Is found by the through a side (lour. Presently the
his sver
a
y ol use reordered maw A.adflia ta nsirse, Mrs. Casserly, came down
sale wanted by the police. OW Jim a the back stairs tato the kitchen,
loyal friend Rums Eleriglit. helps him
be- put a kettle on the stove and beevade the law Susan never had little
lieved Andrus guilty of killing
gan arranging a tray.
Roger and she lei surf teai ber grievAndrus Wanted a cigaret, but
ing half-ester. Resins relearn. still
Jim
redimly
Now
man.
loves this
Susan hatt earned tam about show'Silt having been enmewhere with ing
a tight and he was still sitting
-Midnight 'Mike- anti a woman the
night the led had died beneath the there. Lou listless to mo‘,e, when a
witie•141 of his car.
curious little scene took place.

a

CHAPTER ELEVEN
BEFORE 9 o'clock Andrus WWI
safe in the loft of the Pelham barn
lle hadn't been challenged on the
way, nor had it been difficult to get
in, Swish Dwight had explained the
layout to tom. The big square barn
be4ow, watt the former stable
opening out of it: the loft above
was never used. The door at the
foot of the lather-like stairs was
rusted shut on Its wheel. But a
window on • landing inside the
stairwell could easily be opened.
Andrus had climbed through the
window. The huge loft was ell
shaped. At the oack of tae Shorter
leg there was a toilet, a rusty sink
an army cot with a pile of failed
blankets aroaquilts on It and tw
old chairs. The place had nom
used by • gardener when Mrs.
Pelham was alive, and not since.
After that it had been left to rats
and mice and spiders.
The placs was bitterly cold And MS kept his coat on. Dragging a
backless chair to the front windows. he sat down facing them. He
ha. an eteellent view of the back
of the house and part of the side.
After • few minutes headlights
came up the steep winding drive.
It was Susan Dwight an,r1 Lofting in Begina's old Chevy. Lofting
lirove the car into the barn and
they got out. Their voices floated
lip and clearly through the floor
boards. Susan said, 'That steak
was good, wasn't IL Bit, It's cold,
ad Lofting said, "It certainly is.
think there. a storm coming. I
ought to have gone back to Nei:::
York tonight. It It arrows and the
snow plies up—"
''Don't be sill, Barry. You can
just as easily go down in the morn-

it.
, new

lcatty ride ..
ati . . . tube'2.tOn models
r all models,
new 8,2-ton models.
! of transmiserdrive• and
ver Steering*
and see the

frith', available
roe on /
1
2-, 44-

"I'..,

left. tit)

isnni. Show

sero•

Lights sprang up in a room on the
second fldnt Double exposure -It
was a replica of one of those trick
stagesets where you see into two
room. at once. Mrs. Casserly bustling about in the kitchen, tall .and
angular and otol!I; it was Edith
Prams) who tutu entered the room
on the Boor above.
The room was • bedroom. Regina's sister-in-law stood with her
back to the closed door looking
around. The turninire consisted of
a bed, a high-buy, a dressing table
and two chairs. Edith Pelham
went mitekly to the highboy and
began opening and closing drawers
as though she were searching for
isomatiattg.
The dressing table
next; she a-as at the dressing table
hen she raised her head sharply
arri listening gesture, closed the
drawer. flurried acme.% the floor
and disappeared thigiugh a door on
the far side, a bathroom door,
dousing the lights as she did so.
The room was in darkness for
only • moment. The actresses had
changed places. Light again; It
was switched on 14 Mrs. Casserly.
The bedroom was evidently hers.
She entered It smiling. She was in
a cheerful mood, seemed to be
humming
She started for the
dressing table rued stood still.
!Something about the dressing
table, some sign ihe other woman
had left held her rigid, hands on
her hips, her head forward, her
feet rooted to the floor. She continued to gaze at the dressing
table for a long moment. Ilhen
roused. Crossing to the bathroom
door, she looked into the bathroom,
now dark, closed the door, add
slid a bolt to. She then went to a
closet beyond the highboy and
dragged a sulteane out. Shea-peer,
the rt Ocoee, Iceltea into
(totted th. 1•01.P WI I
m Net

in the closet. Her manner alio
bearing now altogether changed.
she left the room, locking the door
behind her when she went at
least she hail "the key in her
fingers.
A curioin little affair ... Andrus
stared Situ the black and silver
very
night at the big house.
Edith pethans
cusiOus affair . .
had searched tor something in Mrs.
Cemetery's room. She haul something in her possessoon. Mrs CasBetty mid been in the noose the
night Roger was killed. She nad
been ingatened when she saw nen
the other stay at the Ludwtck station, frightened just now when
she discovered that someone had
been in her room . . What was
Mrs. Casserly afraid of
He sat on for some time thinking about it lie watched Edith
and Fredericlosrelluiro come out of
the house and \walk up the drive
toward the barn. But the show
,
. Suddenly Edith Pelwasn't over
ham gave a shrill cry and pointed.
--Fred -a man, over there under
the ash ..." Her nerves were certainly on edge. There was nothing
under the spread ot the tree La' the
trunk. Frederick Pelham walked a
few yards across grass, peered, returned, took his wile's arm, muttered something that sounded like
-nonsense- and they walked off.
Luta ,.ig
It wasn't nonst rise.

RED
Club.
Muke
M25P

OBITUARY

Cot MARY MOFFITT of Queens College, New York, Is the envy 02
Linda Wiehtendahl,!Land Ellsworth Smith. 7, as she takes a ride on
a kiddie car. Dr. Moffitt is a rember of the panel of educators who
aided in reelecting outstanding toys for 1955 at the 17th annual Toy
Guidance Council meeting in New York The toas were judged not
only for sefetv, durability end play appeal, but also for their
aid la developing a child's mental. physical and social faculties.,

•ar

1'
• 4"--wivrir-ii
s'

a

truly was. She was a member of
the South Pleasant Grose MethoSPECIAL RATE FOR INSURdist Church. having professed faith
ING boats and inotors. See or in
Christ at an early' age and she
call Wayne. R. Wilson Insurance,
lived this Christian life consistently.
phone 321 and 0101-R-4.
11425C.
As a compantorr gnet mother. *le
MONUMENTS, SOLID GRANITE. loved and cherished her faintly, a•
large sel retain styles. sizes. Call a neighbor she administered at all
85. &se at Gatioway MobetIltht times in sickness and trouble, hor
works ',rester Orr, owner W
loyalty was never auestuned. Now
Main St. Near College.
liElOC She rest.. fiom her labors but her
1...cit,eds toll iieeir be. forgotten
NOTICE: ITS C11#141 UP TIME,
niotaei. sates. 4161,
neignesar and friend, we
mourn for your passing, but
MALE HELP WANTED
without hope. For we expe,t
Man between the age* of 21 meet you in a
fairer home than
to 30 years with. at least two
this where it is
our
privilege'
years college eduttation or the through Christ to
join you in ai
equivalent. Waling to travel in
happy reunion in the house preKentucky or Southern Indiana.
purred by our bleared Lord 1*1
Good staq.eng salary and travelHeaven,
ling expenses See Mr Ellis.
Cm rcadat i on
May God give is grace to be
Representative
al
cyur..er•Jourtial art. 1.,ouissubsni•sive Lu has wilt #nd hell)
P ?Utter at 'tisk Murray
to be able to ray the Lord giveth
National Hotel Fladay afternoon
and the Lord Wketh away and
or Saturday.
blessed be the name of the Lord
Written by a friend.
1TP

climhirmajimmi

Murr#y
Drive-In
FRIDAY
• Walt Dishy's

SATURDAY
Double Feature
"THE GREAT
JESSE JAMES RAID"
And
TARZAN Anti The SHE
• DEVIL"
...o.ideel by Easter Seals help children throughTherapist.
out .ICesStuCjsy to ,regain use of their limbs- Those two
youngsters are patients at Cardinal Rill Hospital, Lexington, an Easter Seel facility. The Kentucky Society for
Crippled Childien sponsors the Easter Seal appeal March
10 to April 10.

NANCY

SUN. And MONDAY
i ."
j
HAMS CHRISTIAN
AN
with Danny Kaye
IENIIIININIONINNINCANNNINI01

By Ernie Beallni
-illa•

OH,
NOTHING

WHAT'S
WRONG?

IT'S ALWAYS
THIS WAY
FOR AWHILE-,

AFTER I'VE
BEEN TO
SLUGGO'S
HOUSE

-E-.Pasitetrus.
,
/,44/L
ABNER

By

Al Capp

CAIN'T TAKE
Ni6 CHANCE 0'
KETCH IN' NO COLD,
SO A H ORDERS YO'
T' WEAR THIS RAIN COAT AN'RAIN BONN ET!!

closely where Etlith Pelham bad
pointed. Andrus saw part_ pt tra.
time
tree trunk detach Oscar
It was a man. He strolled out Into
the moonlight and on too o at the
tront ot the house. His dark ligore
was clearly outlined. He,was tall
add wore some sort ot light-crowed
cyst. He didn't seem to be in any
hurry. Beyond the semi-circular
porch at the tront and to the rignt
of the house, where the ground
ruse in a knoll, there was • stone
bench. The man seated himself on
the bench in • negligent attitude,
legs stretched omit in front ot hula
arms folded. The tront of the house
was still lit up. The titan on the
bench gazed through the windows
of living room and hall, as Audios
himself had gazed into the rooms
at the back.
Sweat broke out on Andrus
forehead. Police the man was a
plainclothesman, watching
house. Watching Susan Dwight
The tellowt was compiet.ty cairn
collected, couldn't be anyth.115 CiSt
but • poltcenion. Andras p sheo
his char larther back tale uark•
mks and stood. As thouali
was connected by mei/Rile striogs
the man on the tenet% got up to.
and walked away. The asaita, areie
g. Big out. Prederitly the lamer was
black
'
Ode Do C.a.

ABBIE

By Raaburn VaTI Buren

an' SLATS

7WHAT A PROBLEM TWAT
AUNT HAS - HANDL/NG A S/CAKID Lhtei ABEL NO WONDER
SHE LOOkS SO UNHAPPY
ALL THE TIME. P004,
OLD LADY'

WHAT YOU OUGHT TO,
CHILD, IS REMEMBER
THAT YOU NEVER RAISE
YOUR HAND TO YOUR DEAR,
OLD AUNT,
BECAUSE -

St

•

a

••

•

I.
•
••••

•

o Thanks

To those dear kinspeople, fr. 1 S
'and neighbors who snared w..
us the anxious watches of the night
i during the last illness of our behoved modwr; to the hundreds of
people who came to our home to
offer sympathy; to the dear woolen
and men who so kindly gave the
work of their hands to ease the
burden of our real grist: for the
beaubful flowers sent as tribute
to our iretber. we give our heartfelt thanks.
In particular, we wish to thank
the Rev. H. L. Lax anti the Rev.
Wm. R. Gentry for their comfortservice; the Max Churchtll
iFuneral Home for their thoughtfulness; Mrs. Cleo Grogan, the
choir of Sulphur Spring Church,
and those members of other churches whose sweet music added 90
much beauty and dignity to this
sad occasion.
May God bless and keep you all
and may you, in your hour of
need, find such friends as you
have been to us.
The family of Mrs. Emma L.
.1 ?Twice.
1TP

l

l

NOTICE.

1,.ard

ii

••

../•-•••

PACT'.

T(1TT

THE LF.MER AND TIMES, MURRAY, REY'UCXY

a stage si32 fr :11, prize role hardly ever be noticed."
cicd t Delis,. la Thursday.
'arrival came.
.55 Captain Queeg in The Caine
H/5 stage sue •sart has brought
The table cloth on the table
Mrs. Cleo Grogan is directing
Mutiny Court Martial" After a him more
film offers. however.
of the writer was presented by ti boy's quartet,
long New York run the Broadway ! "And
composed of Billy
better ones, I used to get
I Cassie, also a lemon bush in bloom Buchanan, Bobby Osborn,
cast moved to the New Huntington I only
C. L.
despicable heavies of private
the
at
back
door
%V
ibti
a
gift
of , Warren and Prentice Dunn's sun
Hartford Theatre here last week.1 eyes."
he .aaid "I'd like to do a
Emma.
Aunt
!this year.
The movie stars are turning out , film this s- rimer
after the 'Caine'
No wonder it is said that "all
in droves to cheer the home-town!close..
Get to hear different opinions
and I may -go back to the
will
we
carry
tit our hands of
boys who made good in the big' save
The grim reaper ha-i visited o:ir
on thhe rain making idea i thus
next fall."
clay will be the things that we
City-Nolan, Barry Sullivan ands,
if rain continues we need no rain
Nolan may play "an interesting, community as well as others the have
- —
given away."
John Hodiak,
good generai not at all like Queeg" past week.
A UNITED PRESS EXTBA
We hope tipat Mr. Jonnny Stee4
r7aM
kr"
e. .4ake Dunn says he solved
in a stage version of "The Naked
By ALINE MOSBY
Shrugs Off Hissers
Mrs. Emma Nance. a native of 'and all those ins the hoepital are
the oroblemotnathis place by digging
Unites- Pres.. staff Corresesricent
But Nolan humbly shrugs off the and the Dead." Nolan also hopes Concord died Saturday morning at better
now.
'himself a great pond now almost
that "whatever added prestige the the age
HOLLYWOOD IP -- A quiet honors.
S .- •v the school boys smoking
of 83 She had ived in
Queeg role has given me" will Paducah
"A
new
stir
cigars
somebbrly
is
Gene
who
Cathey
and
passed
proin
Chicago
part .of
actor who worked unsung in 70
ducers know
will automatically help him get a film directing job. her life with her children while aruond Monday after the new
films at last won fame from a
add to the profits St the box-office.
they
attended
Sub
school and later
Barney
stage Ole. but Lloyd Nolan raid
Nolan reflected as 'he relaxed be,
"Tye beenrectT
ing:ri
hre bnirrosa for found employment, but her heart
today he stilt doesn't think of him.
fore curtain time at the theater
always
year. so I might as well get paid
remained in the home hills
self as a star
VE 'GOA'
of Kentucky. The daughters made
HUNTIN',
The sett-sp. ken
me dest Nolan • " air happy not to be one Ti for it" he said with an easy grin.
Tonight Nolan begiris his 500th it possible for her to snend the
PAW ?
for years worked steadily in fibre gums up your life. Star, are
last fifteen vsats here hv bovine
but went vietually urnoticed in the hounded and bacifered until finally Performance as Queetz
he revealed. producer Paul Greg- a home near the Concord Cemetery
land cif ballyhoo snd bu ts
they have a shield around them.
But in 1953 Nolan ant, acclaimed I can walk around any plsee and ory w^nted a yoonser man for the where her husband sleet, and
role hut changed his mind after where she was buried Sunday.
The perfume of tier own flowers
hearing Humphrey Bogart would.
•
which she nlarted on her home
he the movies' Queeg
DANGEROUS ROUTE OF'
ARUPA
So far Nolan hasn't missed a Liam can almost be wafted over
oerformance. He thinks his year of the grave. 'and tho her frail little
"laving private eye Martin Kane form will be seen no more here
on live TV in New York was her memory will live on in the
"much tougher because I usually hearts of the many who loved her
BAY OF
Mr. Jake Forrest
t sot into five tithes per show" One
a revered
BENGAL
safety note that makes Queee an ritiaen of the Cherry community
ARABIAN SEA
!sealer part Those two steel balls died Saturday. He was a former
decide whether to make
'oat are his trsdemark are at- member of the Green Plain Church "I can't
a jet plane—an atomic subma0,1..0 by a chain he can wrap of Christ.
rine —or a pair of bookends,"
Mrs. Cassie Spiceland WIneinger
around his hand

Lloyd Nolan
Named Star
Finally

Down
Concord Way

THURSDAY. MARCH 24, 1955
ful' from which he can irrigate.
Toy Garrison may have hit the
nail on the head by saying if
there would ,be old time meetings
for the purpose of praying for rain
we might not need new 'tangled
ideas.

Mr. Quint Wilson wants to kno
if those who have loved on
buried
the New Concord Cemet
cry v:ant a caretaker hired fo
another year or shall we let th
briars and broomsadge over run,
the graves again.

Maybe we're too modern for
Gilbert Parker will take the;
Leviticus 26-3 and 4, but there
we real "If ye walk in my staturea jolif again for the same pay, ban
and keep my commandments. and Joe Montgomery, treasurer,
do them then I will give you the funds must be raised.
rain in due season
CHATTERBOX
_

Coogle and Snuffy Smith
(KOPE!! rm GOIN'OUT LOOKIN'PER
ANY BODACIOUS VARMINT THAT
DON'T HEL° CRIPPLED CHILDREN
BY US4N'EASTER

SEALS .'

INDIA

CEYLON
'
14"116
, tMIIRS

•

C OLomE•D

varicer's

ere Friendly SenAie

11010
.
41 1411
,

ID

C

"

lbod shopping a pleasure

ma

T14IS IS THE ROUTE the Finnish tanker Aruba must follow if It continues its :Gurney to Red.Chins with 13.000 tons of jet fuel. The ship
was last reported 300 miles west of Colombo, Ceylon. The ship's
ewners said that the vessel will continue on her course unless her
'sew rebels. Chiar.g Kai-shek has threatened to sink the ship

SMOKED SUAGR CURED

THE PRESIDENT AT FLOWER SHOW

4 to 6 Lb. Average

41PICNIC HAM

No Charge For Slicing

Pure Pork

Mrs. Tucker's Shortening
3 lb. can 69e
'Morrell Pure Lard
4 lb. carton 59e

Morrell Pride Sliced ( Worthmore Sliced Bacon 39c Lb..)

BACON

LB.. 29c

Sugar Cured Smoked

BACON JOWLS

Bulk Packers)

23e l).
•

3 lb. for 69e

SAUSAGE

49e lb.

Gov't Grade "A" — Tender and Juicy

CHUCK ROAST

39e lb.
•

4
460
2 for
19c

411(110
, -BEEF & GRAVY

Gov't Grade "A" — Lean and Meaty

RIVAl 2for

16-oz. can

-c

45c

STEW REEF
SWANSON
BONED CHICKEN

TS
355?USS AND-1-

CAT FC0r)

3 cans 29c
2 For

BATH

7earlete

LUX_ TOILET

SOAP

1 3-oz,

3()c

PICESIDENT EISENHOWER snakes hands with Slater Veronica of
the
F_ .,ter. of Chat ty at not+ cr show in Wash.ngton.
flaferIsatIonaii

Large
REGULAR

li

For EAsfar

•

1n

LIFEBUOY
REGULAR

SOAP

3

For

LUX TOILET soA.

25c
30c
25c
25c

can

LUX FLAKES
RINSC

BREEZE
•

Large

••

RINSO BLUE
('p4)c

BATH

KRISPX CRACKERS

your pretty F.a,ter"outfit.

of

fine-t Tsisted yarn.. the Cla
proresa gives
'
,tau
Ivnger sear, la-iing loveline•s.

and select
jour Spring and

So, tome in

Eaaler hu•iets now

15LEEPI - SHEER

HOSIERY
$1.151.35 - 1.651.95

LITTLETOVS

LEMONS

EXTRA TEMPER,CRISP
AND DELICIOUS
-

Doren

POPS- RITE
POP CORN
tool
CAN

45(

19c

2'

•

1 lb. 79c

Can

Big Brother PORK & BEANS
2'
13-0z.

3ic

CLOVERLEAF DRY MILK

1 pound 89c

Big Brother COFFEE

13-02

NABISCO WAVERLY WAFERS 29c

15c

Can

Big Brother HOMINY

15c

Big Brother MARGARINE

2 lbs. 39c

Miracle Whip

Quart
49C

SALAD DRESSING

69C

31c
Large
30`
2 Fm

DAMSON

-

1 2-07

5c
37c
-rumnr

PARKER'S FOOD
MARKET

Ivey's ORANGE JUICE

46-0z, Can

Park Lane ICE CREAM

2

23c

Gal. 69c

FROZEN FOODS
Orange Juice
6-oz. can .. 2 for 29c
Lima Beans
10-oz. can 20(
Black Eye Peas
10-oz. 20c

South Fifth Street
HIGH QUALITY
-

•

41,4•••••••
• jorsof

"larapaa rrs

Sunkist Juiscy

rev leersrarstives
T /1111110••

Free Parking

•.•
....ow•

,..404

I 111 26C

LIFEBUOY

Let Claufsner Kleer-Sheer
fir4iery add an sir of elegance to

Tegt faaffeShOlai

5C

.)U0
11
'

30c
61c

TOP
COOM
.
COftet
,IMO. ...••
R..

Medium Size

SUNSHINE

Giant

SILVER DUST

GRAPEFRUIT

35c

Large

pretty as a parasol

Florida Seedless

C
5-0Z.

19e lb.

LOW PRICES

kr

